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This safeguards due diligence report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed herein do not 
necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, and may be preliminary in 
nature.  
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any designation of or 
reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the Asian Development Bank does 
not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status of any territory or area. 
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GLOSSARY 

Beneficiary – all persons and households from the villages who voluntarily seek to avail themselves of, and 
are part of, the project. 

Compensation – payment in cash or in kind at the replacement cost of the acquired assets for the project. 

Cut-off Date – the cut-off date is defined as the date prior to which the occupation or use of the project 
areas makes residents/users eligible to be categorized as project affected persons. The cut-off date for this 
Project will be the date of conducting public consultation for each subproject that requires land acquisition 
with the project-affected persons before conducting inventory of loss (IOL) or the detailed measurement 
survey (DMS). 

 

Eligible land holders – refers to affected persons who (a) hold title to land; or (b) do not hold title but whose 
possession of land can be legalized with a title pursuant to the Land Law of Cambodia including those with 
recognizable rights. 

Entitlement – range of measures comprising compensation, income restoration support, transfer 
assistance, income substitution, and relocation support which are due to affected people, depending on the 
nature of their losses, to restore their economic and social base. The entitlements adopted for TSSD-AF 
were guided by the applicable national laws, regulations, and ADB SPS. The entitlements may be further 
revised based on actual status of impact, if applicable, in an updated version of the resettlement framework. 

Household – means all persons living and eating together as a single social unit. 

Income restoration – means re-establishing income sources and livelihoods of project-affected households 
to at least maintain to their pre-project level. 

Improvements – structures constructed (dwelling unit, fence, waiting sheds, pigpens, utilities, community 
facilities, stores, warehouses, etc.) and crops/plants planted by the person, household, institution, or 
organization. 

Land acquisition – the process whereby a person involuntarily loses ownership, use of, or access to, land 
as a result of the project. Land acquisition can lead to a range of associated impacts, including loss of 
residence or other fixed assets (fences, wells, tombs, or other structures or improvements that are attached 
to the land). 

Project Executive Agencies – MAFF and NCDDS.  

Project Affected Persons (PAPs) – includes any person, households, entity, organizations, firms or private 
institutions who, on account of changes that result from the project will have their (i) standard of living 
adversely affected, (ii) right, title, or interest in any house, land (including residential, commercial, 
agricultural, forest, plantations, grazing, and/organizing land), water resources, fish ponds, communal fishing 
grounds, annual or perennial crops and trees, or any other moveable or fixed assets acquired, possessed, 
restricted, or otherwise adversely affected, in full or in part, permanently or temporarily; and/or (iii) business, 
occupation, place of work or residence, or habitat adversely affected, permanently or temporarily, with or 
without displacement. 

Rehabilitation – refers to assistance provided to persons seriously affected due to the loss of productive 
assets, incomes, employment or sources of living, to supplement payment of compensation for acquired 
assets, in order to achieve, at a minimum, full restoration of living standards and quality of life. 
Compensation for assets often is not sufficient to achieve full rehabilitation. 

Replacement cost – is the method of valuation of assets, which determines the amount of compensation 
sufficient to replace lost assets, including any necessary transaction costs. Compensation at replacement 
cost is defined as follows: For agricultural land, it is the pre-project or pre-displacement, whichever is higher, 
market value of land of equal productive potential or use located in the vicinity of the affected land, plus the 
cost of preparing the land to levels similar to those of the affected land, plus the cost of any registration and 
transfer taxes. For land in urban areas, it is the pre-displacement market value of land of equal size and use, 
with similar or improved public infrastructure facilities and services and located in vicinity of the affected 
land, plus the cost of any registration and transfer taxes. For houses and other structures, it is the market 
cost of the materials to build a replacement structure with an area and quality similar to or better than those 
of the affected structure, or to repair a partially affected structure, plus the cost of transporting building 
materials to the construction site, plus the cost of any labor and contractors' fees, plus the cost of any 
registration and transfer taxes. In determining the replacement cost, depreciation of the asset and the value 
of salvage materials are not taken into account, nor is the value of benefits to be derived from the project 
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deducted from the valuation of an affected asset. Where domestic law does not meet the standard of 
compensation at full replacement cost, compensation under domestic law is supplemented by additional 
measures to meet the replacement cost standard. Such additional assistance is distinct from resettlement 
measures to be provided under other clauses in the ADB SPS 2009. 

Resettlement – means that all measures should be taken to mitigate any and all adverse impacts of a 
project on PAP property and/or livelihood’s, including compensation, relocation (where relevant) and 
rehabilitation as needed. 

Vulnerable groups - are distinct groups of people who might suffer disproportionately or face the risk of 
being marginalized from the effects of resettlement and specifically include: (i) female headed households 
with dependents, (ii) disabled household heads, (iii) households falling under the generally accepted 
indicator for poverty, (iv) elderly households with no means of support and landlessness, and (v) indigenous 
peoples. The vulnerability of each household will depend on the impact and their socio-economic statuses 
that will be assessed as the result of detail baseline socio-economic survey during the detail measurement 
survey or inventory of lose assets. Cambodia uses an absolute poverty line definition. In 2013, the Ministry 
of Planning (MOP) introduced new poverty lines. The revisions to the poverty lines include (a) a food poverty 
line based on 2,200 calories per person per day (up from 2,100); and (b) a non-food component that is 
estimated separately for Phnom Penh, other urban, and rural areas. Ministry of Planning (2013) identified 
those who earned less than KHR132,386 per month per person as those living below the poverty line.1 

 
1  The Ministry of Planning recalculated the official Poverty Line in 2013 and revised the monthly expenditure per capita 
to KHR 132,386 for other urban areas and KHR 106,560 for rural areas. 
http://www.mop.gov.kh/DocumentKHNew%20Poverty%20Line-FINAL%20APR%202013.pdf 
 

http://www.mop.gov.kh/DocumentKHNew%20Poverty%20Line-FINAL%20APR%202013.pdf
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SOCIAL SAFEGUARD DUE DILIGENCE REPORT  
for 

Chruoy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation subproject, Srei Snam district,  
Siem Reap province  

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Report objective 

1. The objective of this report is to present the results of the social safeguard due diligence for 
the Chruoy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation subproject in Chruoy Neang Nguon and Slaeng 
Spean communes in Srei Snam district of Siem Reap (SRP) province. There are two affected 
villages under this subproject, namely Ampov Dieb in Chrouy Neang Ngoun commune and Slaeng 
Spean in Slaeng Spean commune. The report provides a description of the existing canal, an 
overview of the socioeconomic situation within the subproject area, a description of the 
consultative processes that were completed within the subproject area, the identification of the 
affected households, the determination of which of these households are vulnerable, the 
assessment of the voluntary land donations and describes the Grievance Redress Mechanism 
(GRM) to demonstrate the subproject compliance with the TSSD-AF Resettlement Framework 
(RF).2 

2. PROJECT BACKGROUND 

2.1. Project description 

2. In 2009, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) approved the Tonle Sap Poverty Reduction 
and Smallholder Development Project (TSSD), which achieved notable achievements in 
productive infrastructure and livelihood improvement. The government of Cambodia (the 
government), ADB and IFAD project teams concluded that successful project activities should be 
scaled up to broaden the benefits of increased rural incomes and economic development.  

3. In January 2018 the Additional Financing (AF) for the TSSD was approved to expand 
activities on climate-responsive productive infrastructure from 196 communes in five provinces 
(Banteay Meanchey (BMC), Siem Reap (SRP), Kampong Thom (KPT), Kampong Cham (KPC) 
and Tboung Khmum (TKM)) to 270 communes in seven provinces, including the two additional 
provinces of Battambang (BTB), and Prey Veng (PVG) within the Tonle Sap Basin, and in addition 
to further develop the enabled environment for agricultural productivity, diversification and climate 
resilience with a strong emphasis on value chain strengthening. The inclusion of women, 
smallholder farmers and poor households remains a priority.  

4. The TSSD-AF changes the original project scope by expanding the project area from five 
to seven provinces and enhances the climate and disaster resilience of the interventions within the 
target provinces. The number of beneficiary households increases from 430,000 to 650,000. The 
aggregate impact will be improved livelihoods in the target communes and climate resilience in 
seven provinces in the Tonle Sap Basin improved. The aggregate outcome will be agricultural 
productivity increased, climate and disaster resilience strengthened, and access to markets 
improved in 270 communes in seven provinces in the Tonle Sap Basin. 

5. The TSSD-AF consists of main three outputs. Output 1: focuses on enhancing rural 
productive infrastructures and livelihood improvement with capacity in disaster risk management 
(such as rural roads and small-scale irrigation rehabilitation, supporting new and old Livelihood 
Improvement Groups (LIGs) and DRR training and planning for commune councils). Output 2: 
focusses on enhancing environment for increased agricultural productivity diversification and 
climate resilience (such as value chain support and market linkages; information and 
communication technology and commune mobile access program). Output 3: strengthens project 
management. 

 
2 The updated Resettlement Framework of TSSD-AF 
 

https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-41435-054-rf
https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-41435-054-rf
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2.2. Selection criteria for subprojects 

6. Under TSSD-AF all subprojects are designed to mitigate the impact for climate change and 
promote local economic development on the agriculture production. All subprojects must be 
screened on the basis of nine primary criteria followed by two additional criteria one for road 
subprojects and one for irrigation subprojects. All subprojects must be fully compliant with all of 
these primary criteria.3  

3. SUBPROJECT DESCRIPTION  

3.1. Proposed subproject 

7. The subproject will rehabilitate the existing canal with a total length of 6,165 meters 
together with 15 irrigation structures (Figure1). The secondary canal consists of two lines: (i) Line 
1 (SC1) consists of 3,670 m of length and located in Slaeng Spean village, Slaeng Spean 
commune and (ii) Line 2 (SC2) consists of 2,495 m of length and located in Ampov Dieb village, 
Chrouy Neang Ngoun commune, Srei Snam district, Siem Reap province. The proposed canal 
rehabilitation will benefit these two villages and the upgraded canal banks can be used for 
transportation as it will connect these villages, to the commune and district centers and National 
Road No. 6. The existing canal was built in the 1970s without any irrigation structure and up to 85 
percent of the existing canal is heavily silted. This results in less water flow during the rainy 
season and no water for irrigation during the dry season but the canal is still being used for 
irrigation during rainy season (Figure 2). Based on the complaints from community, the commune 
authorities requested rehabilitation of the existing canal. The proposed canal subproject will be 
connected to the main canal built by China in collaboration with MoWRAM in 2012-2017 that 
brings water from Stung Sraeng.4 

Figure 1: Satellite image of canal rehabilitation subproject 

 
Sources: DSC 2019 

8. The proposed subproject will rehabilitate the entire length of the existing canal to a better 
canal together with the installation of 15 canal structures that comprise intake structure, pipe 
crossings culvert, turnouts, check structures and end structure. The size, length, width and 
diameter of each structure and the location are described as following and shown in Figure 2, 
Figure 3 and Figure 4.  

 
3
 TSSD-AF Project Administration Manual. Appendix 3: Subproject selection criteria and recommendations for improved 

design standards for rural roads and irrigation incorporating climate change resilience and disaster risk reduction 
measures 
4
 Confirmed by SSP6 and PPMA in Siem Reap province 
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− SC1: 7 irrigation structures will be constructed including: (i) 1 intake structure at PK0+000 
with diameter of 0.8m and length of 5m, (ii) 4 turnout structures at PK 1+475 and PK 2+010 
with diameter of 0.6m and length of 2-3m each, and (iii) 2 check structures at PK2+015 and 
PK 3+670 with diameter of 0.6m and length of 5m each. The proposed SC1 width is 
8.8~13.54m, bed is 0.8~1.0m, depth is 1.18m and water depth is 0.78~0.96m. The proposed 
left bank top-width is 1m, base-width 
is 2.35~4.46m and height is 

0.50~0.90m, and the proposed right 
bank top-width is 2m, base-width is 
2.31~5.38m and height is 
0.50~0.90m. Between PK0+000 and 
PK1+200, SC1 is designed to run 
parallel to the bank of the main canal 
(at this section, the right bank of 
proposed canal will join the existing 
bank of the main canal and expand it 
by 2m more. There is no existing left 
bank, and it will be constructed). 
From PK1+200 to PK3+670, both 
side of existing banks have top-width 
0.5m, base-width 0.8-1.50m and 
height 0.3-0.5m.  

 
Photo: SSP6 team, 4 August 2021 

 

Figure 3: Photos of existing canal condition (SC1) after harvest season 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Photo: CMAW and village chief, Dec 2021 

 

 

 

 
  

SC1 - 3,670 m in length  

Figure 2: Photos of existing canal condition (SC1) 
during wet season 
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− SC2: 8 irrigation structures will be constructed including: (i) 1 pipe crossing culvert at 
PK1+250 with diameter of 0.8m and 6 m of length, (ii) 2 protection structures at PK0+470 and 
PK0+590 with length of 14.60m – 14.65m and 0.3m of thickness, (iii) 4 turnout structures at 
PK1+490 and 1+990 with diameter of 
0.5m and length of 2-3m each, and 
(iv) 1 end check structure at PK2+495 
with diameter of 0.6m and length of 
5m. The proposed SC2 width is 
7.0~11.5m, bed is 0.8m, depth is 
1.1m and water depth is 0.69m. The 
proposed left bank top-width is 1m, 
base-width is 1.61~5.0m and height is 
0.50~0.90m, and the proposed right 
bank top-width is 2m, base-width is 
2.05~6.92m and height is 
0.50~0.90m. The existing banks have 
top-width 0.4m, base-width 0.6-1.80m 
and height 0.3-0.5m. See Annex 2. 

 

Photo: National Social Safeguards (4 August 2021) 

Figure 5: Photos of existing canal condition (SC2) after harvest season 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo: CMAW and Village Chief, Dec 2021 

 

SC2 -  2,495 m in length   

Figure 4: Photos of existing canal condition (SC2) in 
wet season 
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Figure 6: Map of canal rehabilitation subproject in Chrouy Neang Ngoun Commune 
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3.2. Screening of subproject based on selection criteria  

9. This subproject was identified as one of the priority selected subprojects for implementation 
in 2019 (Table 1). It has been screened and selected through application of the approved scoring 
system for sub-projects selection criteria. This subproject is one of the priority subprojects in SRP 
province and is requested by the commune council with support from the Provincial Support Team 
(PST) for the preparation of the detailed design (Table 2). The land area alongside the subproject 
has not been registered and titled. However, the Srei Snam District Office of Land Management, 
Urbanization, Construction and Land-use (DLMUCLU) has recognized and accepted the request 
of the commune councils to reserve 20 meters (10 meters from the central line of the canal) for the 
Right of Way- “RoW” for both the lines of the canal sub-project on 3rd June 2020 (see Annex 4).  

10. The SSP6 engineering team together with Social Safeguard Specialist (SSS) and PST 
visited the site on 20th June 2019, 9th July 2019 and 10th February 2021 and conducted the site 
screening and public consultation meetings. Two more field visits on 4th August 2021 and 25th 
October 2021 were conducted jointly by the PST, SSP6, ESME/SSP9, DST and local authorities to 
jointly verify the subproject design and its potential impacts. The demarcation of the subproject 
based on the technical drawing designs were marked out and there is no need additional land 
outside the RoW and the number of affected households from the subproject were carefully 
identified. The technical designs were explained to local authorities and the subproject 
beneficiaries including an explanation of the length, width, height, depth and proposed structures 
of the canal rehabilitation. The participants in the public consultation meetings and field visits 
confirmed that they clearly understood the technical designs and noted that the sub-project 
rehabilitation would impact on 9,061 m2 of agricultural land belonging to 101 AHs (Table 6) who 
use the public areas within the proposed canal for the rice crop production and all these areas are 
within the accepted RoW confirmed by the DLMUCLU. In addition, 23 public non-fruit trees will be 
permanently impacted by the proposed sub-project intervention (Table 5). The commune 
authorities informed the meeting that they are happy to remove these trees for the proposed canal 
sub-project in exchange of a better and functional canal. Furthermore, 27,225 m2 of agriculture 
land and 15 m of wooden fence belonging to 110 HHs (101 AHs and other 09 HHs) (Table 3) 
located within the Corridor of Impact -“CoI” on both sides of the proposed canal will face temporary 
impact as the CoI will be used for movement of construction materials during the construction. The 
CoI for this sub-project lies completely within the accepted RoW. One AH (Muy Moeut, No. 30, 
Table 3 and Table 6) among the 101AHs will face both permanent loss of 100m2 of agriculture 
land and temporary loss of 15m of wooden fence due to the subproject All 110 HHs acknowledged 
that the CoI lies within the accepted RoW and officially agreed that the contractor can use the 
identified areas but requested the commune to consider using it when the lands are free i.e. from 
December to May. The commune authorities confirmed that the contractor can use the identified 
areas for temporary use and also mentioned that they will work with the identified contractor to 
rehabilitate the canal during crop free period. 

Table 1: Priority screening criteria  

 Primary criteria Response 

a. 
No overlap: There is no overlap of activities 
between subprojects financed by ADB, IFAD 
or other development partners 

✓ 

There are no other projects in this commune 
being funded by ADB, IFAD or other DPs. 

b. 

Initial studies and feasibility studies: 
Economic viability, climate resilience and 
disaster risk reduction measures, and any 
resettlement, indigenous peoples and 
environmental impacts have been studied. 

✓ 

Feasibility studies have been conducted to 
determine the economic viability as well to 
identify climate resilience and DRR 
measures of the subproject. 

c. Community support (as evidenced by the fact that the subproject is): 
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 Primary criteria Response 

(i) In conformity with government policy 
strategy. 

✓ 
Subproject will support government 
decentralization policy by empowering the 
commune to manage the implementation. 

(ii) Identified in the CDP ✓ - 

(iii) The CCs will have a plan to contribute to 
O&M; CCs must prepare, discuss *& agree a 
plan with the DSCs and NCDDS in writing 
during the site visit and prior to final 
selection.  

✓ 
CCs have committed to support an O&M 
plan for the rehabilitated sections of the 
canal.  

d.  

Scale: Maximum size for any single subproject $200,000 equivalent including VAT and 
contingencies 
(i) For slightly larger projects ($200,00 to 
$240,000) the AF will match any additional 
funding from commune sources. 

n/a - 

(ii) The AF will consider projects that require 
cooperation of more than one commune. In 
this case the subproject can go up to the 
amount of combined sections of the different 
communes. 

n/a - 

(iii) Commune has submitted more than one 
subproject for funding up to a maximum of 
$250,000 per commune. 

n/a - 

(iv) The AF will not finance individual 
subprojects that are too complex or too large 
that they cannot be finished within 2 years. 

n/a - 

e. 

Economics:  Subproject has an EIRR value 
of 12% based on an economic analysis 
conducted as per ADB’s Guidelines on the 
Economic Analysis of projects. 

✓ 
Subproject has an Economic Internal Rate of 
Return (EIRR) of 26.6% which reduced to 
16.3% under sensitivity analysis.  

f. 

Resettlement: Subprojects does not involve 
land acquisition that affects more than 5%-
10% of livelihood of any affected person and 
is not a Category A subproject. 

 

There is a need of 9,061m2 of agriculture 
land used by 101 AHs (Table 6) and these 
land areas lies within the proposed canal and 
within the accepted RoW for the canal 
confirmed by the DLMUCLU dated 3rd June 
2020. There are 23 public non-fruit trees 
belonging to commune/state that will be 
permanently lost due to the subproject 
(Annex 11). Furthermore, 27,225 m2 of 
agriculture land and 15 m of wooden fence 
belonging to 110 HHs (101AHs and other 09 
HHs) (Table 3)  will face temporary impact as 
the area will be used for movement of 
construction materials. One AH among the 
101AHs will face both permanent loss of 
100m2 of agriculture land and temporary loss 
of 15m of wooden fence due to the 
subproject. All 110 HHs and local authorities 
consented that the contractor can use the 
CoI if needed, but the contractor will be 
required to reinstate the area to the previous 
condition and the contractor shall build the 
proposed canal subproject when the land is 
free (that is from December to May). There is 
no involuntary resettlement (IR) and the 
subproject is under Category C for IR. 

g. 
Indigenous peoples/ethnic minorities: 
Subprojects is not Category A. 

✓ No IP communities in this subproject area. 
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 Primary criteria Response 

h.  Environment: Subproject is not Category A. ✓ Environmental Category C 

i. 
Gender: All subprojects must have at least 
40% female beneficiaries. 

✓ 
A total of 932 households with 50% female 
will benefit from the subproject.  

j 
Water: Sufficient water for dry season must 
be guaranteed in four years out of five. 

 

Water will be sourced from the Sraeng 
reservoir that was constructed in between 
2012-2017 by Chinese company in 
collaboration with MoWRAM and 
PDOWRAM. The proposed subproject will 
connect to the above reservoir and will have 
reliable water supplies all year round for 
agricultural production. 

k. 
Roads: Subproject will ensure connectivity 
and the budget is sufficient to connect to a 
community center or another road. 

✓ 

Canal banks can be used for local 
transportation to commune and district 
centers and to the National Road No. 6 and 
for transporting agricultural products form the 
rice field to residences. 

 

Table 2: Prioritization screening criteria  

 Prioritization criteria Response 

a. 
Poverty: Subproject will benefit the poorest 
25% of villages in the commune and will 
benefit LIGs that have been formed. 

✓ 
The villages of Ampov Dieb and Slaeng 
Spean have higher recorded levels of ID 
Poor (up to 16.0%). 

b. 

Reducing disaster risk: Subproject will 
improve canal that is subject to regular 
flooding and provide improved access for 
villages affected by flooding.  

✓ 
Canal will be constructed, and its banks will 
be elevated to reduce the risk of inundation. 

c. 

Land/soils (suitability for rice/non-rice) 
and topography: 
Subproject located in area where soils are 
suitable for proposed cropping with minimal 
levelling, vegetation clearing, etc. 

n/a 
The irrigated area is used for rice production 
and the canal rehabilitation will enable the 
production of at least two crops per year. 

d. 
Production and market access: Subproject 
will encourage increased crop production and 
will improve access to markets.  

✓ 

Improved canal will increase rice crops 
production and its banks will facilitate easier 
access all year round for transportation of 
agricultural products. 

e. 
Rehabilitation: Subproject is focused on 
rehabilitation of existing facilities/assets. 

✓ 
This is an existing canal although it is not 
functioning for many years. 

f. 
Resettlement: Subproject does not require 
any resettlement. 

✓ 

The details are described in line item f of 
Table 1 above and in the main text. There is 
a need for 9,061 m2 of additional land from 
101 AHs who use the existing canal within 
the accepted RoW for agriculture purposes 
(Table 5). In addition, there is a need for 
removal of common properties (23 public 
non-fruit trees) located alongside the 
subproject but within the accepted RoW due 
to the subproject. 

g. 
Multipurpose: Subproject has multiple 
purposes.  

✓ 

Rehabilitated canal will benefit farmers by 
enabling year-round water for agriculture 
production and upgraded canal banks can be 
used for transportation. 
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 Prioritization criteria Response 

h. 

Community participation and support: 
Subproject has support to the community for 
O&M and the scale is suitable for 
communities to manage effectively.  

✓ 

The canal rehabilitation is included in the 
CDP and the community have a strong 
interest in ensuring that the canal is well 
maintained. 

i. 
Infrastructure status: Subproject brings 
direct benefits to many LIG members through 
the canal rehabilitation subproject.  

✓ 

There are two LIGs formed in the target 
villages. In Ampov Dieb village, LIG has 
been formed in 05 February 2015 with a total 
of 60 members including 23 women and 4 
FHHs and 40 ID Poor households and in 
Slaeng Spean village, LIG has been formed 
in 05 February 2015 with a total of 35 
members including 25 females, 18 FHHs and 
26 ID Poor households. 

j. 
Environmental Impact: minor negative 
environmental impacts.  

✓ Subproject is Category C. 

 

4. SUBPROJECT DESIGN AND LAND REQUIREMENT 

11. The existing canal has a total length of 6,165 meters and consists of two lines: (i) SC1: the 
length is 3,670 meters and the existing width is 8-10 meters including both the dikes (the top-width 
of the existing left and right banks ranges from 0.0 to 0.5 meters, base-width ranges from 0.0 to 
1.50meters and the height ranges from 0.0 to 0.5 meter), and (ii) SC2: the length is 2,495 meters 
and the existing width is 8.0 to 9.0 meters including both the dikes (the top-width of the existing left 
and right banks is 0.4 meters, base-width ranges from 0.6 to 1.80 meters and the height ranges 
from 0.3 to 0.5 meter). The proposed canal subproject will have an increased width: (i) SC1: the 
proposed width is 8.8 to13.54 meters including both the dikes (the proposed left bank top-width is 
1m, base-width is 2.35 to 4.46m and height is 0.50 to 0.90m, and the proposed right bank top-
width is 2m, base-width is 2.31 to 5.38m and height is 0.50 to 0.90m. Between PK0+000 and 
PK1+200, SC1 is designed to run parallel to the bank of the main canal and at this section the 
right bank of proposed canal will join the existing bank of the main canal and expand it by 2 
meters. There is no existing left bank in this section (1,170m of length from PK0+000 to PK1+170) 
and it will be constructed; and (ii) SC2: the proposed width is 7.0 to 11.5 meters including both the 
dikes (the proposed left bank top-width is 1m, base-width is 1.61 to 5.0m and height is 0.50 to 
0.90m, and the proposed right bank top-width is 2m, base-width is 2.05 to 6.92m and height is 
0.50 to 0.90m. The depth of proposed canal ranges from 1.10 to 1.18 meters depending on the 
surrounding land level and water depth is approximately 0.69 to 0.96 meters.  See Figure 5, Figure 
6 and Annex 2. 

12.  The width of proposed canal is bigger than the width of existing canal and there is a need 
for 9,061 m2 of additional land from 101 AHs who use the existing canal for crop cultivation (Table 
6). The accepted RoW for the canal is 20m both for SC1 and SC2 and the proposed canal 
widening lies entirely within accepted RoW5. The Corridor of impact (COI) extends for an 
additional 2.0 to 5.0 meters on both side of the width of proposed canal, 1.0 to 3.0 meters within 
the CoI is for right bank and 1.0 to 2.0 meters within the CoI is for left bank of the proposed canal. 
The total land area needed within the CoI for temporary use during construction work is 27,225 m2 
from 110 HHs (101 AHs and other 9 HHs). Villagers have given their consent during the public 
consultation meetings that the contractor can temporarily use these small areas of land within the 
CoI but requested that the lands should be used when they are vacant or crop-free that is from 
December to May and the contractor shall reinstate these areas to the previous condition. The 
construction period of the proposed canal is 6 months. The identified contractor will be required to 
complete the construction within the construction period (December to May). In case of any 
unanticipated delay when the contractor will not be able to complete rehabilitation of the canal 
during the crop-free period, the contractor will suspend the work, clear the site for unhindered 

 
5 See Annex 4 for the certification of the official ROW of the canal issued by the cadastral office in SRP province 
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access to the rice field by the HHs and restart the rehabilitation in next crop-free period. The 
village and commune authorities confirmed that they will work closely with the contractor and 110 
HHs to make sure construction schedule fits to the time when the lands are free from crops. 
Furthermore, based on the result of consultation meetings with the 110 HHs, field observation and 
focus group discussion with the local authorities, it can be concluded that there are no trees but 
15meters of fences from 1 AH within the CoI which will be temporarily impacted due to the sub-
project. The contractor shall reinstate the fence to the previous quality and condition two weeks 
after the construction is completed. (Table 3). 

13. The total length of the canal is 6,165 meters which is divided into: (i) SC1 is 3,670 meters 
divided into 74 sections and SC2 is 2,495 meters divided into 50 sections (Table 4). 

 

Table 3: List of 110HHs (101 AH and other 9 HHs) that have fences and agriculture land alongside the 
subproject (CoI) as a temporary loss 

 

Sources: SSP6, DSC teams, 4th August 2021,  

Type
No. Square 

meters
Type Length Left (2m) Right (3m)

1 Orien Sarun M 53 Agriculture 300.0         √ 0+000

2 Sarem Tum M 34 Agriculture 180.0         √ 0+150

3 Pha Siem M 56 Agriculture 360.0         √ 0+200

4 Sat Soeun M 58 Agriculture 360.0         √ 0+250

5 Oroeun Lum M 57 Agriculture 300.0         √ 0+350

6 Khung Touk M 34 Agriculture 400.0         √ 0+550

7 Pov Sreang M 50 Agriculture 400.0         √ 0+750

8 Roeung Chin M 55 Agriculture 140.0         √ 0+850

9 Lik Roy F 50 Agriculture 100.0         √ 0+915

10 Tun Poeung M 37 Agriculture 360.0         √ 0+950

11 Daok Krout F 49 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+050

12 Seng Pok M 56 Agriculture 400.0         √ 1+200

13 Muk Hey M 49 Agriculture 150.0         √ 1+225

14 Song Moun M 57 Agriculture 150.0         √ 1+250

15 Chuk Huoh M 54 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+350

16 Snguon Hoeut F 58 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+450

17 Skonn Tit M 36 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+550

18 Seng Pha M 52 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+650

19 Nguon Ngam F 55 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+750

20 Chat Neun F 49 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+850

21 Ngam Ker M 56 Agriculture 200.0         √ 1+950

22 Muon Kreit M 30 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+100

23 MUON PHON M 41 Agriculture 100.0         √ 2+300

24 Chokk Loeung M 55 Agriculture 200.0         √ 2+350

25 Chhoem Moan F 59 Agriculture 200.0         √ 2+500

No. HH. Reps Sex Age

First Canal

PK
Remarks 

(village)

Lands Type of fence

Within CoI (as 

temporary lost 

during construction)

Slaeng 

Spean
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Sources: SSP6, DSC teams, 4th August 2021, 

Type
No. Square 

meters
Type Length Left (2m) Right (3m)

26 Yeng Yeat M 51 Agriculture 200.0         √ 2+575

27 Raem Reuk M 42 Agriculture 200.0         √ 2+600

28 Orat Thoeun M 54 Agriculture 200.0         √ 2+700

29 Loeb Hun M 49 Agriculture 200.0         √ 2+750

30 Muy Moeut M 59 Agriculture 200.0         Wooden 15 √ 2+800

31 Thouch Ban M 43 Agriculture 280.0         √ 2+820

32 Sun Lada M 26 Agriculture 280.0         √ 2+860

33 Skonn Ngak M 46 Agriculture 240.0         √ 2+920

34 Srei Saveit F 49 Agriculture 300.0         √ 3+050

35 Kim Theab F 56 Agriculture 160.0         √ 3+160

36 Roem Savey F 59 Agriculture 180.0         √ 3+200

37 Kim Vuth M 55 Agriculture 180.0         √ 3+240

38 Lung Thieng M 59 Agriculture 260.0         √ 3+325

39 Lach Sat M 54 Agriculture 200.0         √ 3+410

40 Chan They M 40 Agriculture 260.0         √ 3+450

41 Snguon Sany M 56 Agriculture 260.0         √ 3+505

42 Pieng Khna M 50 Agriculture 200.0         √ 3+550

43 Khim Samien F 28 Agriculture 200.0         √ 3+625

44 MIEN SAM M 34 Agriculture 200.0         √ 3+675

45 Seng Phak M 51 Agriculture 300.0         √ 1+200

46 Nguon Phot M 57 Agriculture 300.0         √ 1+400

47 Phav Chhong M 54 Agriculture 250.0         √ 1+550

48 Phon Sophat M 40 Agriculture 300.0         √ 1+650

49 Doeu Tha M 44 Agriculture 300.0         √ 1+750

50 Thuk Seun M 59 Agriculture 150.0         √ 1+850

51 Chham Suong F 49 Agriculture 300.0         √ 1+950

52 Tuon Sera M 53 Agriculture 375.0         √ 2+063

53 Snguon Phin M 59 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+175

54 Mak Khien M 54 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+275

55 Oran Oriem F 23 Agriculture 150.0         √ 2+350

56 Nin Chien F 59 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+425

57 Khei Sombie M 37 Agriculture 150.0         √ 2+500

58 Khei Sombien F 39 Agriculture 150.0         √ 2+550

59 Seiv Rean F 57 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+625

60 Khiem Phla F 38 Agriculture 150.0         √ 2+700

61 Kao Samon M 36 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+775

62 Ngam Samuon M 57 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+875

63 Ngam Chon F 54 Agriculture 300.0         √ 2+975

64 Horn Phim F 49 Agriculture 300.0         √ 3+075

65 Sam Lieav M 55 Agriculture 300.0         √ 3+175

66 Seiv Yoeun F 50 Agriculture 300.0         √ 3+275

67 Seiv Yun F 52 Agriculture 150.0         √ 3+350

68 Then Leu M 52 Agriculture 450.0         √ 3+450

No. HH. Reps Sex Age

First Canal

PK
Remarks 

(village)

Lands Type of fence

Within CoI (as 

temporary lost 

during construction)

Slaeng 

Spean
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Sources: SSP6, DSC teams, 4th August 2021, 

Note:  1 AH No. 30 (Muy Moeut) has wooden fence affected in CoI, see Annex 9  

 

 

 

 

 

 

15 
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Table 4: Existing and proposed canal width for rehabilitation 
 

 

Width

(m)
Area   (m2)

Width

(m)

Area

(m2)

Width

(m)

Area

(m2)

0+000 to 0+050 50.0 8.0 10.8 2.83 141.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+050 to 0+100 50.0 8.0 9.3 1.3 66.3 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+100 to 0+150 50.0 8.0 8.8 0.8 39.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+150 to 0+200 50.0 8.0 9.7 1.7 82.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+200 to 0+250 50.0 9.0 10.6 1.6 77.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+250 to 0+300 50.0 9.0 10.7 1.7 83.0 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+300 to 0+350 50.0 8.0 11.4 3.4 167.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+350 to 0+400 50.0 9.0 11.9 2.9 143.0 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+400 to 0+450 50.0 9.0 10.9 1.9 94.3 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+450 to 0+500 50.0 9.0 9.9 0.9 45.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+500 to 0+550 50.0 9.0 10.2 1.2 59.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+550 to 0+600 50.0 9.0 10.0 1.0 49.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+600 to 0+650 50.0 9.0 10.1 1.1 55.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+650 to 0+700 50.0 9.0 11.2 2.2 110.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+700 to 0+750 50.0 10.0 12.8 2.8 137.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+750 to 0+800 50.0 10.0 12.4 2.4 121.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+800 to 0+850 50.0 10.0 11.3 1.3 62.8 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+850 to 0+900 50.0 10.0 12.1 2.1 102.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+900 to 0+950 50.0 10.0 13.0 3.0 148.3 0 0 2.0 100.0

0+950 to 1+000 50.0 8.0 10.4 2.4 118.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

1+000 to 1+050 50.0 8.0 9.9 1.9 95.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

1+050 to 1+100 50.0 8.0 12.9 4.9 246.5 0 0 2.0 100.0

1+100 to 1+150 50.0 8.0 13.54 5.5 277.1 0 0 2.0 100.0

1+150 to 1+200 50.0 8.0 12.2 4.2 212.1 0 0 2.0 100.0

1+200 to 1+250 50.0 8.0 10.7 2.7 133.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+250 to 1+300 50.0 8.0 10.5 2.5 126.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+300 to 1+350 50.0 8.0 10.7 2.7 134.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+350 to 1+400 50.0 8.0 10.7 2.7 137.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+400 to 1+450 50.0 8.0 10.7 2.7 133.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+450 to 1+500 50.0 8.0 10.0 2.0 100.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+500 to 1+550 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 54.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+550 to 1+600 50.0 8.0 9.2 1.2 61.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+600 to 1+650 50.0 8.0 9.4 1.4 68.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+650 to 1+700 50.0 8.0 9.5 1.5 75.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+700 to 1+750 50.0 8.0 9.9 1.9 94.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+750 to 1+800 50.0 8.0 10.1 2.1 105.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+800 to 1+850 50.0 8.0 9.8 1.8 91.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+850 to 1+900 50.0 8.0 9.4 1.4 70.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+900 to 1+950 50.0 8.0 9.3 1.3 63.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+950 to 2+000 50.0 8.0 9.4 1.4 70.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+000 to 2+050 50.0 8.0 9.5 1.5 76.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+050 to 2+100 50.0 8.0 9.6 1.6 78.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+100 to 2+150 50.0 8.0 10.0 2.0 100.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+150 to 2+200 50.0 8.0 10.8 2.8 137.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+200 to 2+250 50.0 8.0 10.7 2.7 133.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+250 to 2+300 50.0 8.0 9.9 1.9 94.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+300 to 2+350 50.0 8.0 9.8 1.8 89.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+350 to 2+400 50.0 8.0 9.7 1.7 84.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+400 to 2+450 50.0 8.0 9.8 1.8 88.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+450 to 2+500 50.0 8.0 9.9 1.9 94.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+500 to 2+550 50.0 9.0 10.0 1.0 52.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+550 to 2+600 50.0 9.0 10.4 1.4 69.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+600 to 2+650 50.0 9.0 10.4 1.4 69.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+650 to 2+700 50.0 9.0 10.3 1.3 67.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+700 to 2+750 50.0 8.0 10.0 2.0 99.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+750 to 2+800 50.0 8.0 9.6 1.6 80.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+800 to 2+850 50.0 8.0 9.6 1.6 82.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+850 to 2+900 50.0 8.0 9.7 1.7 84.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+900 to 2+950 50.0 8.0 9.7 1.7 84.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+950 to 3+000 50.0 8.0 9.8 1.8 88.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+000 to 3+050 50.0 9.0 10.1 1.1 52.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+050 to 3+100 50.0 8.0 9.9 1.9 94.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+100 to 3+150 50.0 8.0 9.5 1.5 75.2 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+150 to 3+200 50.0 8.0 9.6 1.6 79.7 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+200 to 3+250 50.0 8.0 9.7 1.7 87.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+250 to 3+300 50.0 8.0 9.6 1.6 81.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+300 to 3+350 50.0 8.0 9.6 1.6 80.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+350 to 3+400 50.0 8.0 9.9 1.9 97.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+400 to 3+450 50.0 9.0 10.3 1.3 62.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+450 to 3+500 50.0 9.0 10.2 1.2 60.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+500 to 3+550 50.0 9.0 10.0 1.0 51.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+550 to 3+600 50.0 9.0 10.0 1.0 50.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+600 to 3+650 50.0 9.0 10.0 1.0 52.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

3+650 to 3+670 20.0 9.0 10.0 1.0 20.8 0 0 5.0 100.0

(i) First Sub-Canal (SC1)

Other land area for 

tempary use during 

construction 
Length 

(Km)

Width of 

official RoW

(m)

Outside RoW

Additional land area needed for canal widening

TotalCommune

PK number Width of Canal (m)

Section
PK

number
Existing Propsed

20.0Sleang Spean
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0+000 to 0+050 50.0 8.5 9.3 0.8 41.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+050 to 0+100 50.0 8.5 9.2 0.7 35.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+100 to 0+150 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 52.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+150 to 0+200 50.0 8.0 8.8 0.8 39.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+200 to 0+250 50.0 8.0 8.6 0.6 31.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+250 to 0+300 50.0 8.0 8.5 0.5 25.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+300 to 0+350 50.0 8.0 8.4 0.4 22.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+350 to 0+400 50.0 8.0 8.4 0.4 18.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+400 to 0+450 50.0 8.0 8.7 0.7 34.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+450 to 0+500 50.0 8.0 8.3 0.3 13.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+500 to 0+550 50.0 8.0 7.0 0.0 0.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+550 to 0+600 50.0 8.0 9.0 1.0 48.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+600 to 0+650 50.0 9.0 11.5 2.5 125.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+650 to 0+700 50.0 9.0 10.1 1.1 56.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+700 to 0+750 50.0 8.0 8.7 0.7 36.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+750 to 0+800 50.0 8.0 8.4 0.4 21.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+800 to 0+850 50.0 8.0 8.2 0.2 8.2 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+850 to 0+900 50.0 8.0 8.6 0.6 27.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+900 to 0+950 50.0 8.0 8.8 0.8 41.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

0+950 to 1+000 50.0 8.0 8.8 0.8 37.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+000 to 1+050 50.0 8.0 8.5 0.5 26.2 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+050 to 1+100 50.0 8.0 8.5 0.5 22.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+100 to 1+150 50.0 8.0 8.7 0.7 32.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+150 to 1+200 50.0 8.0 8.9 0.9 44.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+200 to 1+250 50.0 8.0 8.3 0.3 16.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+250 to 1+300 50.0 8.0 8.5 0.5 25.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+300 to 1+350 50.0 8.0 9.2 1.2 60.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+350 to 1+400 50.0 8.0 9.0 1.0 49.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+400 to 1+450 50.0 8.0 8.9 0.9 46.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+450 to 1+500 50.0 8.0 9.0 1.0 48.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+500 to 1+550 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 56.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+550 to 1+600 50.0 8.1 9.2 1.1 55.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+600 to 1+650 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 53.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+650 to 1+700 50.0 8.0 9.0 1.0 52.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+700 to 1+750 50.0 8.0 9.0 1.0 51.2 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+750 to 1+800 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 53.5 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+800 to 1+850 50.0 8.0 9.2 1.2 60.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+850 to 1+900 50.0 8.0 9.4 1.4 68.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+900 to 1+950 50.0 8.0 9.3 1.3 64.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

1+950 to 2+000 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 57.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+000 to 2+050 50.0 8.0 9.3 1.3 65.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+050 to 2+100 50.0 8.5 9.4 0.9 47.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+100 to 2+150 50.0 8.5 9.4 0.9 44.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+150 to 2+200 50.0 8.0 9.3 1.3 65.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+200 to 2+250 50.0 8.0 9.2 1.2 61.3 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+250 to 2+300 50.0 8.0 9.1 1.1 54.7 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+300 to 2+350 50.0 8.0 8.7 0.7 35.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+350 to 2+400 50.0 8.0 8.2 0.2 12.0 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+400 to 2+450 50.0 8.0 8.4 0.4 17.8 0 0 5.0 250.0

2+450 to 2+495 45.0 8.0 8.8 0.8 36.5 0 0 5.0 225.0

Total length (m)      6,165.0 

Additional land area needed for road widening (m2)      9,061.0 

Additional land area needed for road widening outside of RoW (m2)               -   

Other land area for tempary use during construction (m2)    27,225.0 

Sources: IOL data updated by Design and Supervision Consultants during site screening

  Total land needed

(ii) Second Sub-Canal (SC2)

20.0Chrouy Neang 

Ngoun
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Figure 7: Cross Section of Secondary Canal 1 

Figure 8: Cross Section of Secondary Canal 2 
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Figure 9: Plan View of Chrouy Neang Ngoun Canal Rehabilitation 

 
Source: SSP6 DSC team 
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5. SITE SCREENING PROCESS AND PROCEDURES 

14. The TSSD-AF RF states that “if any land acquisition is necessary that has impacted on 
land, crops, trees, fences and other structures that are on the edge of the RoW, a negotiated 
settlement can be carried out based upon what the community and individual households 
volunteer to donate. In such cases where the communities/households volunteer to donate small 
strips of land, a letter to certify their donations will be produced and signed by each AH. This refers 
to minor widening to accommodate raised profiles and reduced slopes on verges when canals are 
rehabilitated to incorporate climate resilience/disaster risk reduction measures.”6 Furthermore, 
individuals or communities may make voluntary donations of land, structures, crops and trees in 
exchange for benefits from the proposed infrastructure under the following conditions:  

− The location and type of infrastructure is selected in full consultation meetings with those opting for donation, in 

particular with women and the IP population. Minutes of the consultation meetings shall be reported by 

commune facilitators and voluntary donation shall be confirmed through a written record.  

− Those who opted for donation will directly benefit from (a) the infrastructure; and (b) at least one of the training 

programs under the project or other support from the project such as LIG member or vegetable seeds. 

− Those who opted for donation will not fall under the category of (i) the poorest (household monthly expenditure 

is below the poverty line); (ii) an elderly household (above 60 years old) or elderly without any supporting 

structures; and (iii) a female headed household without any support.  

− Those who opted for donation will not be coerced and this will be verified by the External Safeguard Monitoring 

Entity (ESME). 

5.1. Social safeguard screening and assessment  

15. There is no impact on residential land and private owned land. The subproject will need 
additional land since the canal widening is larger than the existing width but lies completely within 
the accepted RoW. Based upon the screening and assessment together with public consultation 
meetings and field visits, the secondary canal rehabilitation will impact 9,061 m2 of agricultural 
land belonging to 101 AHs. These areas lie alongside the proposed canal subproject but within the 
accepted RoW. The 101 AHs consented to relinquish their rice field within the accepted RoW for 
the proposed canal rehabilitation subproject and the project has signed CLTFs with all 101 AHs 
(Annex 10). The 110 HHs (101 AHs and other 9HHs) whose agricultural lands are located within 
the CoI agreed unanimously for the temporary use of their land if needed during the construction 
of the sub-project. The CoI lies completely within the accepted RoW. The canal rehabilitation will 
also have temporary impact on 15m of wooden fence located within the COI belonging to 1 AH 
and the project has signed contract of responsibility with the AH (Annex 9).  

16. Land: Based on detail design made by SPP6, the width of proposed canal is bigger than 
the existing canal and there is a need of 9,061 m2 of agricultural land within the accepted RoW 
from 101 AHs. The width of proposed canal including the additional 2.0 to 5.0 meters strip of land 
(1.0-3.0 meters on right bank and 1.0-2.0 meters on left bank) on both side of the proposed canal 
presents the CoI and lies within the accepted RoW. There was no impact on private residential or 
private owned-land. The 110 HHs (101 AHs and other 9HHs) who have rice fields within the CoI 
have agreed unanimously that the contractor can use temporarily the additional strip of land within 
the CoI during the construction period and the period should commence from December and finish 
in May when the lands are free from crop. The construction period of the proposed canal is 6 
months. The identified contractor will be required to complete the construction within the 
construction period (December to May). In case of any unanticipated delay when the contractor 
will not be able to complete rehabilitation of the canal during the crop-free period, the contractor 
will suspend the work, clear the site for unhindered access to the rice field by the HHs and restart 
the rehabilitation in next crop-free period.  

17. Public trees: As mentioned in Table 5 below, there are 23 non-fruit trees of various kind 
considered as commune/village properties found within the CoI and the accepted RoW. These 
trees need to be removed during the construction. During the public consultation meetings, the 
local authorities assured that the contractor can remove these trees if required. (see Annex 11).  

 
6  TSSD-AF RF (June 2017) para 6 Page 2.  
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18. Fences: The proposed canal rehabilitation subproject will affect old wooden fence of 15 
meters (14 wooden poles) at PK2+800 on the left hand side belonging to one AH, namely Mr. Muy 
Moeut (Figure 9). A contract of responsibility has been prepared for this temporary impact (Annex 
9). 

 

Figure 10: Affected wooden fence poles 
(PK2+800) 

 

Photo: National Social Safeguards, 4 August 2021 

 

 
 

Table 5: List of public properties along the canal subproject  

Commune 
(Subproject) 

PK section Fruit tree #tree 
affected 

Non-fruit 
tree 

#tree 
affected 

Note 

Chrouy 
Neang 
Ngoun 

PK0+800   Krotum 3  
PK1+000   Trasek 6  
PK1+800   Cassa 2  
PK0+600   Chankiri 2  
PK0+575   Rumchey 7  
PK0+,00, 0+200   Chambak 2  
PK0+600   Thnong 1  

Total    23  
 

Figure 11: Public non-fruit trees affected by the canal subproject 

Cassa (public non-fruit tree) 

latitude (x.y °): 13.8524652 

longitude (x.y °): 103.5312855 

altitude (m): 0.6317125963590954 

Rumchey (public non-fruit tree) 

latitude (x.y °): 13.8585034 

longitude (x.y °): 103.533982 

altitude (m): 5.153176741914553 

Trasek (public non-fruit tree) 

latitude (x.y °): 13.8626566 

longitude (x.y °): 103.539501 

altitude (m): 7.9000481521538575 

 

Photo: National Social Safeguards, 4 August 2021 
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19. All participants in the screening and public consultations stated that they are willing to 
contribute some labor even if they lose some properties such as used land and trees due to the 
proposed subproject. There are no IPs living in the sub-project. From the result of social screening 
and assessment, it can be concluded that the subproject falls into category C for both the social 
safeguard and IPs. The subproject is compliant with the ADB SPS 2009 and the TSSD-AF RF.7 

5.2. Allowances for AHs 

20. To achieve compliance with the TSSD-AF the following provisions are made for allowances 
to be paid to the AHs that are impacted by the subproject:  

- Vulnerable households are identified as those that are categorized as ID Poor 1 and have no 
income source, elderly, disabled or female headed households with many children and whose 
monthly income per person is below the official poverty line of KHR 132,386 per month. The monthly 
income per person is calculated from the total monthly household income compared to the number 
of people who reside permanently within that household. Any vulnerable households below the 
official poverty line are entitled to receive an additional allowance of two months of this level of 
income calculated on the basis of the number of members of the household.  

- For land donated by any AH that is outside of the official RoW of the canal there will be 
compensation paid based on an official land valuation provided by the commune council and this 
payment is not dependent on that AH having an official land title.  

- For land donated by any AH that is inside the RoW of the canal there will be allowances provided for 
loss of crop production based on an assumed yield of 3 tons per hectare of paddy and an average 
selling price of paddy (based on the socio-economic data for the impacted villages) for one crop 
season. 

- Allowances are provided for the loss of trees by any AH and the value of the loss is estimated in the 
Certificate of Land/Asset Transfer form that is signed by the household head.  

- Allowances are provided for the loss of fencing by any AH and the value of the loss is based on a 
value of meter of fence line.  

 
7 https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-41435-054-rf  

https://www.adb.org/projects/documents/cam-41435-054-rf
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Table 6: Inventory of Loss of 101 AHs  
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5.3. Socio-economic information of the target villages 

21. There are 932 households residing in the two villages (Ampov Dieb in Chrouy Neang Ngoun 
commune and Slaeng Spean in Sleng Spean commune) with total population of 4,509 and there are 
149 vulnerable households in these two villages. Those vulnerable households will be not affected by 
the proposed canal rehabilitation subproject. The educational status of population in these two 
villages is very high and only 5-10 percent of the household heads are illiterate. The main incomes of 
those households are from farming (80-83%) and seasonal employment as selling laborers, 
employment/local government officers (10%) and operating small enterprises after harvesting. Those 
farmers grow mainly rice and a few cash crops. The total land area is 5,117 hectares and 1,150 
hectares of the land area is irrigated while 286 hectares of rice fields is rainfed area. About 55-70 
percent of total households have toilet and 95 percent of households in Ampov Dieb have access to 
safe water but no safe water is available in Slaeng Spean village (Annex 1). The proportion of 
households in the medium/better-off income categories is 84 percent and the proportion in ID Poor 1 
and 2 is 3 percent and 13 percent respectively 

22. As mentioned in Table 6, 101 AHs are impacted by the proposed sub-project and their main 
income source is farming and followed by the public sector and employment. The average monthly 
household expenditure of AHs ranges from KHR 244,850 to KHR 1,535,500 and monthly expenditure 
per capita ranges from KHR 164,617 to KHR 431,6008 which exceed the official poverty line at KHR 
132,386 per capita (the Ministry of Planning). Therefore, based on the public consultation meetings 
and focus group discussion, there is no vulnerable household affected by the subproject. The average 
land size to be impacted by the proposed canal rehabilitation is small as compared to the total land 
being used by the AHs along the canal and this is less than the 10 percent limit defined in the TSSD-
AF RF, 2017. The sub-project will not have any adverse impact on the AHs livelihoods. Furthermore, 
the AHs expect to have a better canal with full of water to increase their rice production, grow rice 
crops two times per year, and improved access from the rice field to village compound, commune and 
district centers, National Road and markets. These AHs have agreed and signed the CLTFs (see 
Annex 10) to be proof under the evidence of the village and commune heads and the DSC team. The 
subproject also affects 23 public non-fruit trees that growth within the accepted RoW and the 
commune chief has certified to donate the 23 non-fruit affected trees to the subproject (Annex 11). 

5.4. Vulnerable households 

23. There is no negative impact on any vulnerable households from the requirement of land 
acquisition. The AHs are not categorized as vulnerable household based on monthly expenditure per 
capita. There are 17 AHs out of 101 AHs who are Female Headed Households (FHHs) and their 
average monthly expenditure per capita ranges from KHR 197,125 to KHR352,750 which exceed the 
official poverty line of KHR 132,386. None of the household head is reported as disable person. 

5.5. Indigenous People (IP) 

24. During the field visits and the public consultations meetings, it was confirmed by the local 
authorities and consulted people that there are no IPs living within the subproject area and this 
subproject will not cause any impact on IPs.  

5.6. Subproject cut-off date 

25. During the site screening and assessment conducted as a part of the public consultation 
meetings with the local authorities and the villagers, the participants agreed first day of December 
2021 as the official cut-off date. They agreed that from the first day of December 2021 until such time 

 
8 Mr. Kroeurn Kri's family (No. 9) is very rich, they live in Phnom Penh, their expenditure including school fee of their children 
and operation cost of their businesses  
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as the construction commences, the local authorities, AHs and villagers shall ensure that the villagers 
will not use any piece of land or plant any crop or install any structure such as fence or small shop 
within the base of proposed canal or within the CoI and the accepted RoW. This arrangement will 
continue until the construction has been completed. All participants (the local authorities, AHs and 
villagers) consented to follow the arrangement from the first day of December 2021 till the 
construction starts and completes (see the attendance list in Annex 5). However, the villagers 
requested that the contractor should start the construction from December and complete it by May 
when the fields are free of crops. All participants together with local authorities agreed with it. The 
team informed the participants that the construction period of the proposed canal is 6 months. The 
identified contractor will be required to complete the construction within the construction period 
(December to May). In case of any unanticipated delay when the contractor will not be able to 
complete rehabilitation of the canal during the crop-free period, the contractor will suspend the work, 
clear the site for unhindered access to the rice field by the HHs and restart the rehabilitation in next 
crop-free period. The site engineer shall conduct daily monitoring to use the identified areas during 
the crop-free period only. At the end, it was agreed that if the villagers alter the status-quo at the sub-
project location by changing the crop free period or install any structures or plant tree after the cut-off 
date then the local authorities, AHs and villagers will be responsible for it. 

 

6. INFORMATION DISCLOSURE AND PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS 

26. The PST together with SSP6 team conducted public consultations meetings on 20th June 
2019, 9th July 2019 and 10th February 2021 with local authorities, beneficiaries and AHs in the target 
villages and at subproject sites in Chrouy Neang Nguon and Slaeng Spean communes. There were 
two field visits conducted by the ESME, SSP6 and PST together with AHs, local authorities and 
beneficiaries at the subproject sites on 4th August 2021 and 25th October 2021. The purpose of public 
consultations are to: (i) engage with the local authorities, the local residents and AHs to discuss the 
subproject including the technical explanation on the proposed canal rehabilitation subproject; (ii) note 
and confirm AHs and the beneficiaries’ project-related valid requests; (iii) ensure AHs and 
beneficiaries’ inclusion and participation at all stages of the subproject; (iv) include AHs and 
beneficiaries’ requests, opinions and suggestions into the proposed design and implementation of the 
subproject; (v) confirm with local authorities, beneficiaries and AHs on the voluntary land and trees 
donation and get official agreement from AHs and local authorities on permanent or temporary loss of 
their assets due to the subproject; and (vi) ensure that the proposed subproject would meet the AHs 
and communities’ needs for enough water for agriculture thereby increase agricultural production and 
the raised dikes along canal would be used for domestic transport of agricultural products and 
domestic travel. 

27. The methodology adopted for public consultations, field visits and community involvement in 
the subproject screening and planning process were: 

(i) Discussion with the local authorities (village and commune authorities), AHs and 
project beneficiaries/farmers to review the technical detailed design and social 
assessment at the subproject’s site.  

(ii) Organization of public consultation meetings with project beneficiaries, AHs and local 
authorities to discuss the subproject and seek agreement from target beneficiaries 
regarding the construction of the proposed canal rehabilitation subproject and share 
information about the benefits of proposed canal rehabilitation subproject to the project 
beneficiaries.  

(iii) Introduce grievance redress mechanism to ensure that all complaints are recorded and 
addressed properly. The participants agreed on establishment of grievance redress 
mechanism as indicated in section 8 and Annex 7. 
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28. The local authorities, other community leaders, AHs and beneficiaries were well aware of the 
proposed technical design of the canal rehabilitation which would improve water supply for irrigation of 
their crops, improve the canal banks for local transportation of their agriculture production and provide 
improved access to markets. Furthermore, the rehabilitation of the canal is in response to the needs 
of the population in these villages. They were aware of the location of the proposed canal for 
rehabilitation. All participants agreed that the subproject will provide benefits to the subproject 
beneficiaries by providing more reliable irrigation and better accessibility and connectivity from the 
subproject villages to other villages and communes as well as to school, pagoda and market.  

29. During the public consultation meetings and field visits, the local authorities and beneficiaries 
especially the AHs visited the subproject sites together and verified and confirmed that the proposed 
location for the canal rehabilitation subproject is appropriate because it is located within the accepted 
RoW and the subproject will have no negative impact on private-owned land but the assets (rice field 
and fence) that have been located at the base of the proposed canal and within CoI and the accepted 
RoW will be impacted due to the sub-project (Table 6). Furthermore, the canal is located within public 
land and all participants in the public consultation meeting agreed that the contractor may use 
available public land to access the constructions site. There was a unanimous agreement to 
rehabilitate the proposed canal subproject as soon as practicable.  

30. The summary of public consultation meetings and field visits conducted in subproject villages 
is presented in the Table 79 below. 

Table 7: Summary of consultations 

No Date 
Location 
(village) 

Target group Aim of the consultation 
Total no of 
participants 

No of women 
No. of  

HH 
beneficiaries 

1 20.6.2019 
Ampov 
Dieb 

Local 
authorities and 
beneficiaries 

• Joint subproject site visit with 

local authorities and 
beneficiaries/AHs to verify the 

proposed location for the canal 

widening that would slightly 

affect the public land used as 
agriculture land by the AHs 

within the accepted RoW 

• Inform the local authorities and 

farmers about the subproject, 

present the detailed technical 
design, discuss the benefits of 

subproject, impact on 

communities and obtain their 

opinions and suggestions.  

• To consult with famers who 

have rice fields alongside 
proposed canal rehabilitation 

subproject but located within 

the accepted RoW and seek 

agreement for voluntary 
transfer of affected public land 

within RoW   

• To introduce Grievance 

Redress Mechanism for solving 

any complaints (section 8).   

58 14 

 

2 09.7.2019 
Ampov 
Diep 

Beneficiaries 26 (23 AHs) 04 

3 10.02.2021 
Ampov 
Diep 

Local 
authorities and 
beneficiaries 

24 (20 AHs) 07  

4 04.08.2021 
Ampov 
Diep 

Local 
authorities and 
beneficiaries 

33 (25 AHs) 11  

5 25.10.2021 

Ampov 
Diep 

Local 
authorities and 
beneficiaries 

43 (35 AHs) 12 

 

Slaeng 
Spean 

16 (7 AHs) 2 

Total 

200 (101 AHs)  
And 09HHs 

 
  

49 932 

Sources: SSP6 conducted public consultation 

 

 
9 Details of the consultation minutes and list of participants is shown in Annex 5.  
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31. The participants at consultation meetings and field visits suggested the following: 

- The upgrading of the proposed canal rehabilitation subproject should be done before the 
rainy season starts if possible (the appropriated time is from December to May). 

- Before commencing construction work the contractor must inform the CC and villagers 
along the canal at least one week in advance. 

- Remaining excavated soil and grass should be stored at the locations agreed with 
beneficiaries.  

- The operation and maintenance group should be formed with a clear management 
committee task for canal operation and management. 

- There should be a regulation that the water user group members should follow. The 
regulation should clearly indicate the roles and responsibilities of water user group in line 
with the MOWRAM regulation. 

- Capacity building should be provided to enable the group to facilitate daily operation and 
management. 

32. During the construction period, the SSP6 team in cooperation with the PST and the commune 
council will be responsible for monitoring the compliance with all environmental and social safeguard 
requirements.  

7. LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

7.1. Cambodia Laws and Regulations 

33. The local laws and regulations pertaining to the application of social safeguards are as 
follows:10 

- Cambodian constitution 1993 
- Land Law 2001 
- Expropriation Law 2010 
- Sub-decree on Social Land Concessions, March 2003 

- Sub-decree ANK/BK No 22 
- MEF Sub-Decree No. 115 
- Circular 02 2007 

 
7.2. ADB Policies on Involuntary Resettlement 

34. The objective of the ADB SPS (2009) is to (i) avoid adverse impacts on people and the 
environment, when possible; (ii) where adverse impacts are unavoidable then the Project will 
minimize, mitigate or compensate the adverse impacts on the environment and the affect people’ and 
(iii) help the EA to strengthen its safeguard system.  

35. The two key policy documents that define these requirements are: 

- Involuntary Resettlement Policy. 
- Project Resettlement Framework. 

 
8. GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

36. A subproject grievance is defined as an actual or perceived project-related problem that gives 
ground for complaint by an affected household (AH). As a general policy, all of the TSSD-AF 
subprojects work proactively toward preventing grievances through the implementation of subproject 

 
10 See Annex 6 for full description of Cambodian laws and regulations and ADB requirements.  
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and commune liaison activities that anticipate and address potential issues before they become 
grievances. Nevertheless, during the construction and operation it is possible that unanticipated 
impacts may occur. In order to address complaints if or when they arise, a project Grievance 
Redress Mechanism (GRM) has been developed on 29 April 2020 in accordance with ADB 
requirements and RGC practices. The GRM is a systematic process for receiving, evaluating and 
addressing project-related grievances voiced by AHs. 

37. Any household affected by the canal rehabilitation subproject will be able to submit a 
grievance if they believe a subproject activity is having a detrimental impact on their household 
property, on their quality of life. The GRM has been established through the public consultation 
process and will be maintained during the operation and maintenance period. 

38. Informally, an AH can lodge a complaint directly to the contractor during the pre-construction 
and construction period. The contractor will immediately inform the NCDDS about the complaint(s) 
and if possible, the contractor will directly address the issue as soon as s/he receives the complaint. 
Formally, the AH can lodge the complaint to village and commune authorities (Stage 1). Within 15 
days, the village and commune authorities are required to organize a public meeting to address or 
resolve the complaint. If the AH is not satisfy with the proposed solution or decision made by the 
commune office, then the complaint may need to be brought to the district level and the district support 
team (DST) needs to address or resolve the complaint within 15 days (Stage 2). If the complaint is not 
addressed within this period, then AH can lodge the complaint to the provincial support team (PST) 
who need to resolve the complaint within 30 days (Stage 3). If the complaint still cannot be solved 
within the given period, the AH can lodge their complaint to the NCDDS and the NCDDS will monitor 
and take action within a certain period of time through the identified procedure in order to secure a 
written confirmation of satisfaction from the AH (Stage 4). A GRM logbook will be used to record the 
complaints.11 

39. In addition, the membership of the Grievance Redress Committees (GRCs) and the contact 
telephone numbers of the members have been posted on a signboard at the subproject site and on 
the commune notice board. The GRC is responsible for maintaining a record of all grievances 
received from the beneficiaries and documenting the response and resolution with the AHs or other 
stakeholders. A Project Information Booklet has been prepared (in Khmer and English) for distribution 
to all local stakeholders which describes in detail the GRM procedure. Furthermore, the GRC 
members and local authorities have been oriented on their roles and responsibilities with the GRM, 
the GRM procedures and how to use PIB, how to record the complaints and to address the 
complaints in case of occurring and the orientation had been provided during the consultation 
meetings12  

9. VALIDATION BY EXTERNAL SAFEGUARDS MONIITORING ENTITY 

40. To achieve compliance with the ADB SPS (2009) and the TSSD-AF RF (2017), the NCDDS 
has recruited an External Safeguard Monitoring Entity (ESME) to conduct independent monitoring of 
the safeguard implementation based upon the approved RF during the design, construction and 
operation of the infrastructure subprojects to ensure that acceptable consultative and grievance 
reporting mechanisms have been adopted and, in respect of all subprojects that require land 
acquisition, to verify that (i) the principles of voluntary land/asset donation have been followed; (ii) the 
AHs who have opted for land donation have not been forced to donate; (iii) the living standards of 
those who opted for donation will not be negatively affected; and (iv) the canal rehabilitation 
completely follows the technical design and the signed contract. 

 

 
11 See Annex 7 for details of the GRM established and the Grievance Redress Committee (GRC) composition.   
12

 See Annex 8 for the Project Information Booklet 
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41. The ESME is required to prepare a monitoring report submission plan to NCDDS with the 
timeline for their activities including (i) validation of the conduct of acceptable consultative processes 
during the selection and design of the subproject; (ii) verification of the land and asset donation 
required for each AH based upon detailed design and confirmed RoW; (iii) validation of all certificates 
of land/asset transfer forms with the IOL table in the DDR; (iv) schedule of visit for monitoring of 
compliance with DDR during construction and warranty period; and (v) schedule of follow up visits to 
verify the efficacy of the GRM. The monitoring and reporting schedule for this subproject is shown 
below:  

Table 8: Monitoring and reporting schedule for ESME team 

Activity Methodology Timing13 
Validation of conduct of acceptable 
consultative processes during 
selection and design of the 
subproject.  

Consultation meeting with the local authorities and 
meetings with individual AHs to assess their level 
of participation and empowerment during the 
subproject selection and design process. 

During design of 
subproject and prior 
to submission of 
DDR. 

Validation of the land and asset 
transferring, or donation required 
for each AH based upon detailed 
design and confirmed RoW. 

Meeting with each AH to determine the 
requirement for land and asset transfer or donation 
based upon the detailed design and taking into 
account the confirmed RoW and documentation of 
this with the agreed level of allowances/ 
compensation to be provided. 

Prior date of 
subproject contract 
award. 

Validation of all certificates of 
land/set transfer forms with the IOL 
table in the DDR.  

Identification and correction of any discrepancies in 
IOL table and other information for updating the 
DDR. 

Prior date of 
commencement of 
construction. 

Monitoring of compliance with 
DDR during construction.  

Monthly field visits to the subproject site to verify 
that the agreed requirement for land acquisition 
has been complied with and there has been no 
adverse impact on the living condition or 
livelihoods of any AH. 

During construction. 

Validation of efficacy of the GRM 

Consultation and coordination with all levels of the 
GRM committees, including the local authority, to 
determine the satisfactory resolution as per 
process and procedures of the approved TSSD-AF 
RF of any grievances from AHs. 

During construction 
and warranty period.  

 

42. Based on the roles and responsibilities as mentioned in the above table and para 39 to 40, the 
ESME team together with DSC field staff with support from the PPMA and PST visited the subproject 
site on 10th February 2021, 4th August 2021 and 25th October 2021 to verify the status of existing 
canal, detailed technical drawing design compared to the existing canal and the identified canal’s 
RoW. The ESME team checked and verified all the certificates of land/asset transfer forms and 
confirmed that the information is accurately presented in the IOL table included in this SSDDR (Table 
6). 

43. The ESME team will prepare a semi-annual safeguard monitoring report incorporating all 
validation requirements including the collection and compilation of all certificates of land/asset transfer 
forms for submission to ADB for concurrence and disclosure.  

10. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

10.1  Summary of conclusions 

44. Following the detailed engineering design and the agreed CoI during consultations or 
demarcation, the proposed canal rehabilitation subproject will have a permanent impact on a small 

 
13 Specific dates will be provided in the monitoring timeline submitted by ESME to NCDDS.   
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strip of productive land (9,061m2 of agricultural land) belonging to 101 AHs and 23 public non-fruit 
trees belonging to commune/state, and temporary impact on 15 meters of wooden fence belonging to 
1 AH. All these affected assets are located within the accepted RoW. The findings for this sub-project 
are summarized below:  

a. Meaningful public consultations were conducted in the commune and all AHs have been 
consulted and there is no need for any private-owned land from 101 AHs. The proposed canal 
sub-project will be rehabilitated completely within the accepted RoW. It was noted that 9,061m2 of 
agricultural land belonging to 101 AHs who use the canal area for crop cultivation (Table 6) and 
23 public non-fruit trees belonging to commune/state will be permanently lost (Annex 11). 

Furthermore, 27,225 m2 of agricultural land and 15 meters of wooden pole fence belonging to 110 
HHs (101 AHs and other 9 HHs) located within the CoI (Table 3) will face temporary impact as the 
area will be used for movement of construction materials. One AH among the 101AHs will face 
both permanent loss of 100m2 of agriculture land and temporary loss of 15m of wooden fence due 
to the subproject. All 110 HHs and local authorities consented that the contractor can use the CoI 
if needed, but the contractor will be required to reinstate the area to the previous condition and 
the contractor shall build the proposed canal subproject during the crop-free period (that is from 
December to May). In case of any unanticipated delay when the contractor will not be able to 
complete rehabilitation of the canal during the crop-free period, the contractor will suspend the 
work, clear the site for unhindered access to the rice field by the HHs and restart the rehabilitation 
in next crop-free period. The site engineer shall conduct daily monitoring to use the identified 
areas during the crop-free period only.  

b. No private residential land or private owned land is affected by the subproject.  
c. There is no impact on landless households.  
d. The accepted RoW of the proposed canal is 20m (10m from the central line) for both SC1 and 

SC2 which has been confirmed by the district office of land management, construction and 
cadastral of Srei Snam district (Annex 4). 

e. The canal rehabilitation will be performed completely within the accepted RoW and there will be 
temporary use of 1 to 3 meters of land on each side beyond the proposed width of the canal for 
the movement of construction equipment, but it is still within the accepted RoW (Table 4) and no 
further impact was foreseen during the site screening.  

f. There will be temporary impact on 15 meters’ wooden fence poles belonging to 1 AH (#30 -Muy 
Moeut) and the project has prepared the Contract of Responsibility (Annex 9).   

g. The contractor will no use any other land areas outside of the CoI. 
h. All villagers will benefit directly from the proposed canal rehabilitation.  
i. There is no vulnerable households and ID Poor households to be affected by the subproject. 
j. There has been no coercion on the part of the commune council, PST or the DSC team as 

verified by the ESME team on 4th August 2021 and 25th October 2021.  

45. During the field visits and the public consultations, it was confirmed by the local authorities and 
consulted people that there are no IPs living within the subproject. Therefore, the subproject is 
classified as category C for both involuntary resettlement and IPs impact according to ADB’s 
classification and the approved TSSD-AF RF. 

46. The GRM has been established as described in detail above and it has been explained to 
beneficiaries and AHs who participated during consultation. In addition, PIB which includes GRM 
information and its steps, was also distributed to local authorities and all participants. GRM logbook 
has been prepared for complaint registry and response if any potential problems may occur during the 
construction.  

47. The result of field verification and assessment jointly done by the ESME on 4th August 2021 
and 25th October 2021 showed that there have been no changes in terms of existing canal width, 
technical design compared to the existing canal, land/asset transferring forms identified by DSC and 
the identified GRM committee established on 29 April 2020. In addition, the procedure and process of 
the public consultation meetings conducted is in compliance with ADB requirement. 
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10.2  Follow-up activities and recommendations 

48. Internal monitoring must be performed regularly during the implementation of the subproject 
mainly during construction time. The monitoring will be performed by the PST and the SSP6 Site 
Supervision Engineer and SSS. The progress will be reported in the Quarterly Progress Report and 
the semi-annual Safeguard Monitoring Reports that are prepared by the PIC team.  

49. Measures must be taken to avoid disruption of villager’s daily lives. The CC and villagers 
must be informed at least one week in advance when works at specific locations are planned and 
whether some services or access will be temporarily affected. 

50. If any damage to private properties occurs during the construction period, the assets 
replacement-based compensation will be paid as per the national laws and regulations and ADB 
SPS 2009. The contractor must support the GRM process and ensure timely and effective resolution 
of grievances. 

51. The contractor will be responsible to reinstate the land used to access the subproject site to 
the original condition and supervision consultants will monitor the progress and report through 
safeguard monitoring reports. 

52. The Supervision Engineer must ensure that private land, temporally used for access to the 
sites, is properly restored and returned to the owner without any unnecessary delays. In addition, the 
Supervision Engineer shall ensure that the land areas alongside the sub-project and within the CoI 
should be used only if needed and s/he shall follow up daily to minimize the potential impacts as much 
as possible. 

53. The PST will closely monitor the construction process and shall ensure that if any impact is 
caused by contractor during the civil work, this is reinstated by contractor strictly in line with the 
entitlement matrix provided in the updated RF of TSSD-AF, at the full replacement cost. The PST will 
update the status of safeguard compliance in the semi-annual safeguard monitoring reports and will 
include all the relevant supporting documents (i.e. receipt of payments of any compensation made by 
contractor, full consultations conducted etc.).  

54. The PST will ensure that the subproject does not adversely impact any family during the civil 
works and will require the contractor to provide alternative access to other road in case of temporary 
blockage of road during construction as needed, and to ensure accesses to rice fields and to the 
house are provided at all times including temporary alternative measures in consultation with farmers 
and households who are living nearby, as needed. 

55. To comply with the approved TSSD-AF RF (2017), the ESME will submit the monitoring report 
submission plan for each subproject to NCDDS and ADB. The ESME needs to verify that (i) principles 
on the voluntary donation are observed; (ii) those opted for donation are not forced to donate; (iii) the 
living standards of those who opted for land transferring are not negatively affected; (iv) the loss of 
assets, type and number of loss as well as area affected; and (v) the canal rehabilitation strictly 
follows  the technical design.   

56. Since this subproject screening was conducted in 2019 and consultation meetings in 2020 and 
2021, field visits were conducted on 4th August 2021 and 25th October 2021 to assess and verify 
potential impacts and to make sure all ADB’s Safeguards Policy and Requirements together with the 
project resettlement framework are complied. 

57. In order to ensure the contractor will completely follow the time-frame, the detailed technical 
design, condition of the signed contract (that they will use the land areas within the CoI from 110 HHs 
and reinstate them to the previous condition of quality soon after completion of construction, 
maximum of two weeks), the contract of responsibilities (that the contractor have to reinstate 15 
meters of wooden fences poles belonging to one AH namely Muy Moeut to the previous condition and 
quality) and requirements of ADB SPS 2009 and the project RF, the project management team and 
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ESME (SSP9) commit to regularly monitor and follow up from the construction commencement up to 
the construction completion through their specific action plan. The construction period of the proposed 
canal is 6 months. The identified contractor will be required to complete the construction within the 
construction period (December to May). In case of any unanticipated delay when the contractor will 
not be able to complete rehabilitation of the canal during the crop-free period, the contractor will 
suspend the work, clear the site for unhindered access to the rice field by the HHs and restart the 
rehabilitation in next crop-free period. 
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11. Annexes: 

Annex 1: Summary of Socio-economic data  

Village(s) 

Demographics Population Male Female 
No. of  

HH 
Ave HH 

size 

No. of 
vulnerable 

HH  

% non-
Khmer  

Ampov Dieb 2,155 1,055 1,102 418 5 45 0.0 

Slaeng Spean 2,354 1,220 1134 514 4 104 0.0 

Total 4,509 2,275 2,236 932 5 149  

Marital status Couples Widows Widowers 
  

Ampov Dieb 80% 5% 3% 

Slaeng Spean 93% 3% 1%  

Education Illiterate Literate Primary  Secondary High  University 

Ampov Dieb 5% 95% 80% 14% 5% 1% 

Slaeng Spean 10% 90% 75% 21% 2% 2% 

Occupation Farming Employees Business Public sector Health Fishing  

Ampov Dieb 80% 10% 9% 1% 0% 0% 
Slaeng Spean 83% 10% 4% 3% 0% 0% 
Domestic 
Migration 

% of popn. % of men % of women 
 

  External migration 
% of popn. 

Ampov Dieb 7.0 60.0 40.0 3.0 

Slaeng Spean 8.0 60.0 40.0  2.0 

Land Use (ha) 
Total area 

(ha)  

Land classification (ha) Community  
forest  
area Residential Common Irrigated Rainfed Crops 

Ampov Dieb 1,646.0 20.0 6,889.0 305.0 224.0 60.0 1,037.0 

Slaeng Spean 3,471.0 730.0 34,190.0 845.0 62.0 40.0 1,794.0 

Total:  5,117.0 750.0 41,079.0 1,150.0 286.0 100.0 2,831.0 

Agriculture 
activities 

Population No. of HHs 
Farming 

production 
(%) 

Framing 
without 

pesticide 

Production   
(ton/ha) 

Farm gate 
price (riel) 

Ampov Dieb 2,155 418 80.0 0.0 3.0 850.0 

Slaeng Spean 2,354 514 83.0 0.0 3.0 850.0 

Total 4,509 932   3.0 850.0 
Water/Sanitation 
(%) 

Safe water 
Boiled 
water 

Flush toilet No toilet 
  

Ampov Dieb 95% 5% 55% 45% 

Slaeng Spean 0% 100% 70% 30%  

Poverty levels (%) Very poor Poor Medium Better off 
  

Ampov Dieb 1.67% 9.33% 88.27% 1.19% 

Slaeng Spean 4.28% 16.14% 77.62% 1.94%  
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Annex 2: Detailed Engineering Design 
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Annex 3: Land Acquisition, Resettlement Impact and Screening Checklist 

Probable Involuntary Resettlement 
Effects 

Yes No 
Not 

Known 
Remarks 

Involuntary Acquisition of Land 

1. Will there be land acquisition?  - - 

- There is a need for additional land areas (9,061 square 
meters and 23 public trees from commune due to the 
widening of the canal, but it is within the accepted RoW for 
the canal.  

2.  Is the site for land acquisition known?  - - 
- The additional lands needed were determined during the 

public consultation. 

3.  Is the ownership status and current usage 
of land to be acquired known? 

 - - 
- The additional land needed for the proposed canal widening 

are located within the accepted RoW  

4. Will easement be utilized within an existing 
Right of Way (ROW)? 

 - - 
- The canal widening will be within the accepted RoW for the 

canal 

5. Will there be loss of shelter and residential 
land due to land acquisition? 

-  - - There is no loss of shelter and residential land.  

6. Will there be loss of agricultural and other 
productive assets due to land acquisition? 

 - - 

- There will be loss of agricultural land (9,061 square meters) 
from 101 AHs, but the lands are located within the accepted 
RoW. In addition, 23 non-fruit trees will also be lost due to 
the subproject. 

7. Will there be losses of crops, trees, and 
fixed assets due to land acquisition? 

 - - 
- The loss of agricultural land will lead to loss of rice crops 

due to the subproject. 23 non-fruit trees belonging to 
commune will be lost. 

8. Will there be loss of businesses or 
enterprises due to land acquisition? 

-  - - There will be no impact on businesses. 

9. Will there be loss of income sources and 
means of livelihoods due to land 
acquisition? 

 - - 
- There will be minor loss of income from crop production for 

used land within the accepted RoW for the canal 

Involuntary restrictions on land use or on access to legally designated parks and protected areas 

10. Will people lose access to natural 
resources, communal facilities and 
services? 

-  - - There will be no loss of access to natural resources.  

11.  If land use is changed, will it have an 
adverse impact on social and economic 
activities? 

-  - 
- There will be no change in land use rather than increasing 

agricultural production 

12. Will access to land and resources owned 
communally or by the state be restricted? -  - 

- There will no loss of access to land and resources owned by 
the commune. 

 

Any estimate of the likely number of persons that will be displaced by the Project? [ √ ]   No [ ]   Yes 
If yes, approximately how many?    

Are any of them poor, female-heads of households, or vulnerable to poverty risks? [√ ]   No [ ]   Yes 

Are any displaced persons from indigenous or ethnic minority groups? [ √ ]  No [ ]   Yes 
 

Subproject Category 
Subproject 
Eligibility 

Next Steps 

A: 200 or more persons will experience major impacts defined as 
(i) being physically displaced from housing, or (ii) losing 10% or 
more of their productive or income generating assets 

Not Eligible Identify alternative subproject 

B: Less than 200 persons will experience major impacts defined 
as (i) being physically displaced from housing, or (ii) losing 10% 
or more of their productive or income generating assets 

Eligible 
Prepare Resettlement Plan in 
accordance with the RF 

C: No involuntary resettlement impacts. Eligible None 
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 Mr. Hong Sophea 
 Date: 09-07-2019 

 SSP6 Social Safeguards Specialist 

  Report maker 
 
 
 
 
 

  Mr. Norng Sophannarith 
  Date: 09-07-2019 

  SSP6 Surveyor 
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Annex 4: Confirmation of RoW 

  

Kingdom of Cambodia 
Nation-Religion-King 

Siem Reap province 
Srey Snam District Administration 
District Office for Land Management,  
Urbanization, Construction and Land Use 
No. 720/2020 LMUCC/SS                                                  

03 June 2020 
 
 

CERTIFICATE OF CANAL’S RoW 
 
Referring to the common meeting of Commune Councils of Chroy Neang Nguon 
and Slaeng Spean on 02 June 2020 regarding the identification of Right of Way 
(RoW) of the canal rehabilitating subproject with its length 6,165.0 meters. 

According to the above meeting, the commune councils have identified that the 
RoW for canal comprising of two sub-canal lines. The RoW of SC1 with a length of 
3,670 meters which is located in the Slaeng Spean village of Slaeng Spean 
commune and in the Ampov Diep village of Chroy Neang Nguon commune and the 
official RoW for SC1 is 20.0 meters, while SC2 lengths 2,495.0 meters which is 
located in the Ampov Diep village of Chory Neang Nguon commune and the official 
RoW for SC2 is 20.0 meters. 

The District Office of Land Management, Urbanization, Construction and Land Use 
has certified that the RoW is acceptable for the implementation of canal 
rehabilitation subproject. In case the formal systematic land registration to be 
conducted later, the District Office of Land Management, Urbanization, 
Construction and Land Use will apply the accepted RoW as mentioned in this 
certification letter for road or canal as per identified. 
 

District Office for Land Management,  
Urbanization, Construction and Land Use 

             Signed and Sealed 
                          
 

 
Head-Office (Srey Vimul) 
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Note: The two target villages (Ampov Dieb and Slaeng Spean) in Chrouy Neang Ngoun and Slaeng 

Spean communes have not completed land registration in the land management system yet. Thus, 

the DLMUPCC of Srei Snam district confirmed the RoW for the subproject coverage areas on Google 
map as shown above. 

 

  

Sleng Spean village 

Ampov Dieb village 

Chrouy Neang Ngoun Commune 

Slaeng Spean Commune 
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Annex 5: Summary of minutes of public consultations  

 
Canal Rehabilitation at Chrouy Neang Nguon and Slaeng Spean, Srei Snam District, Siem Reap 
Province 
 

Consultation Meetings 
1st public consultation meeting with local 
authorities 

Date: 20/06/2019 
No of participants: 58 
No of women:14 
No of AH participants: n/a 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Keo Phy, Commune Chief 
Facilitator: Mr. Kean Chamnan, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mr. Taek Sun, commune Clerk 

2nd public consultation meeting with local 
authorities and project beneficiaries 

Date: 09/07/2019 
No of participants:26 
No. of women: 04 
No of AH participants: 20 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Keo Phy, Commune Chief 
Facilitator: Mr. Kean Chamnan, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mr. Taek Sun, Commune Clerk 

3rd public consultation meeting with local 
authorities and project beneficiaries 

Date: 10/02/2021 
No of participants: 24 
No of women: 7 
No of AH participants: 17 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Doch Kimdam  
Facilitator: Mr. Kean Chamnan, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mrs. Sean Vothana, SPP9 staff 

4th public consultation meeting with local 
authorities and project beneficiaries 

Date: 04/08/2021 
No of participants: 33 
No of women: 11 
No of AH participants: 15 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Doch Kimdam  
Facilitator: Mr. Kean Chamnan, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mrs. Sean Vothana, SPP9 staff 

5th public consultation meeting with local 
authorities and project beneficiaries 

Date: 25/10/2021 (morning in Slaeng Spean village) 
No of participants: 43 
No of women: 12 
No of AH participants: 31 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Kean Chamnan  
Facilitator: Mr. Kean Chamnan, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mrs. Sean Vothana, SPP9 staff 

5th public consultation meeting with local 
authorities and project beneficiaries 

Date: 25/10/2021 (afternoon in Ampov Dieb village) 
No of participants: 16 
No of women: 2 
No of AH participants: 7 
Meeting chairman: Mr. Doch Kimdam  
Facilitator: Mr. Kean Chamnan, PPMA 
Minute taker: Mrs. Sean Vothana, SPP9 staff 

Content of meetings 

Understanding and accepting the SC subproject: 
 

- The local authorities and project beneficiaries were informed about the proposed technical design of the 
proposed canal rehabilitation (total length: 6,165m width: 7.0m – 13.54m meters, depth: 1.1m-1.18m 
and height of canal banks: 0.5m to 0.9m above the ground level) which will be used for irrigation 
purposes and banks will be used for local transportation. The proposed canal consists of 2 lines: (i) SC1 
consists of 3,670 m of length and includes 7 irrigation structures and located in Slaeng Spean village, 
Slaeng Spean commune; and (ii) SC2 consists of 2,495 m of length and includes 8 irrigation structures 
and located in Ampov Dieb village, Chrouy Neang Ngoun commune, Srei Snam district, Siem Reap 
province. They all agreed that the subproject will provide benefits to farmers by providing irrigation 
water for at least two crops per year and the canal banks can be used for local transportation such as 
transportation between rice farm to home and vice versa and bringing agriculture productions from the 
fields to home or to the market. 

- All participants agreed to rehabilitate the canal following the proposed technical design and the area 
where will be used for taking extra soils to the canal banks was identified. The access road from the 
area where soil will be taken to rehabilitate the existing canal was agreed by local authorities and 
project beneficiaries and the areas are located within the public land. 
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Impact on individual land: 
 
- The local authority and project beneficiaries verified and confirmed that the proposed location for the 

canal rehabilitation subproject is appropriate because it is located in the existing canal (8.0m -10.0 m 
width) and then widened to 7.0m-13.54m but within the accepted RoW. The canal expansion will 
require 9,061 square meters of agricultural land from 101 AHs who use the canal area for cultivation 
and all the affected areas lie completely within the accepted RoW.  
 

- All beneficiaries who have land along the existing canal officially declared that they wish to have a 
good canal to be used for cultivating two rice crops per year, increasing rice production and for local 
transportation. 

             Field validation: 
 

- The local authorities together with the project beneficiaries, AHs, SSP6, PST, DST and ESME visited 
the subproject site for the canal rehabilitation, and they observed that it is located in the existing canal 
and within the accepted RoW and it does not have any negative impact on environment and 
homesteads. However, the width of the proposed canal subproject is larger than the existing width. 
Some used land acquisition (9,061 square meters of agricultural land) is needed from the 101 AHs 
(see Table 6). In addition, there is a need of 23 public trees due to the canal rehabilitation sub-projects 
(see Table 5). The participants officially agreed during the public consultation meetings and field visits 
under the evidence of local authorities and the project management team that they voluntar ily donate 
or relinquish their assets for the canal rehabilitation sub-project. Moreover, 110 HHs (101 AHs and 
other 9 HHs) who have land within the CoI agreed that the contractor can use the land areas for 
movement of construction materials during the construction and requested that the land be used 
during the crop-free period (December to May). The team informed the participants that the 
construction period of the proposed canal is 6 months. The identified contractor will be required to 
complete the construction within the construction period (December to May). In case of any 
unanticipated delay when the contractor will not be able to complete rehabilitation of the canal during 
the crop-free period, the contractor will suspend the work, clear the site for unhindered access to the 
rice field by the HHs and restart the rehabilitation in next crop-free period. The site engineer shall 
conduct daily monitoring to use the identified areas during the crop-free period only.  

 
-   It was noted that AH #30 namely Muy Moeut will face both permanent loss of 100m2 of agriculture land 

and temporary loss of 15m of wooden fence due to the subproject and he has signed both CLTF and 
contract of responsibility with local authority. 

-    During the public consultation meetings and field visits with local authorities, AHs and the villagers, 
GRM and setting of an official sub-project cut-off date was discussed. All participants agreed to have 
grievance redress mechanism as indicated in section 8. The participants also agreed that from the first 
day of December 2021 until such a time as construction commences the villagers would only harvest 
existing crops or cut existing trees and would not engage in any new production activities within the CoI 
during the identified period of December - May. All villagers consented to this during the consultation 
meeting. Further, the villagers requested that the construction should commence in December and 
finishes in May when the lands are free from crops and the land within the CoI and the whole areas will 
be empty. The local authorities agreed and mentioned that they will work closely with the awarded 
contractor to make sure the construction is implemented within the identified period. Finally, the local 
authorities, AHs and the villagers agreed that if the villagers alter the status-quo at the sub-project 
location by changing the crop-free period or install any structures or plant tree after the cut-off date then 
the local authorities, AHs, HHs and villagers will be responsible for it. 
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Specific internal regulations for the SC: 
 

- Based on the discussion during the meeting, the local authorities and project beneficiaries agreed that 
there should be a regulation that the farmer water user group members should follow. The regulation 
should also indicate the amount of money or contribution from each of the beneficiaries for 
maintenance and repairing of the canal and its structure for a long-term use. 

- At the end of each public consultation meeting, the local authorities and project beneficiaries agreed 
with the identified subproject, and they look forward to use the new canal as soon as possible. 

Subproject management proposed by beneficiaries 
 

- The farmer water user groups should be formed with a clear management committee towards canal’s 
operation and management based on the FWUC guidelines. 

- Capacity building to the FWUC should be provided by the project team in collaboration with MOWRAM 
officers to enable the committee to facilitate daily operation and management of irrigation scheme. 

 
Photos of public consultation meetings organized by project teams 

  

1st public consultation meeting on 20.06.2019  2nd public consultation meeting on 09.07.2019 

 

3rd public consultation meeting on 10.02.2021 4th public consultation meeting on 4 August 2021 
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5th public consultation meeting on 25.10.2021 5th public consultation meeting on 25.10.2021 
in Slaeng Spean village, Slaeng Spean commune      in Ampov Diep village, Chrouy Neang commune  
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List of participants in 1st public consultation meeting on 20th June 2019 
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Note: Number of participants: 58 in which 14 females (AHs were not identified yet 
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List of participants in 2nd public consultation meeting on 09th July 2019 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Number of participants: 26 (4 females) in which 19 AHs 
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List of participants in 3rd public consultation on 10 February 2021 
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Note: number of participants: 24 (7 females) in which 17 AHs 
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List of participants in consultation meeting on 04th Aug 2021 
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Note: Number of participants: 33 (11 females) in which 15 AHs 
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List of participants in consultation meeting on 25th October 2021 morning in Ampov Dieb 

village 
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Note: Number of participants: 43 (12 females) in which 31 AHs 
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List of participants in consultation meeting on 25th October 2021 afternoon in Slaeng Spean 

village 

 

Note: Number of participants: 16 (2 females) in which 7 AHs 
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Annex 6: Description of Cambodian laws, regulations and ADB requirements 

 
1 Cambodia Laws and Regulations  

  
The 1993 Constitution of Cambodia has established two governing principles pertaining to land 
acquisition. Article 44 states that: All persons, individually or collectively, shall have the rights to 
ownership. Only Khmer legal entities and citizens of Khmer nationality shall have the right to own 
land. Legal private ownership shall be protected by law. The rights to confiscate properties from 
any persons shall be exercised only in the public interest as provided for under the law and shall 
require fair and just compensation in advance. 

The 2001 Land Law. The rights to land and property in Cambodia are governed by the 2001 Land 
Law, which is primarily based on the provisions of the 1993 Constitution. It defines the scope of 
ownership of immovable properties, such as land, trees and fixed structures. The Land Law, 
Article 5, states that “No person may be deprived of his ownership, unless it is in the public 
interest. Any ownership deprivation shall be carried out in accordance with the governing 
procedures provided by law and regulations, and after the payment of fair and just compensation 
in advance.”  

The Expropriation Law 2010 was passed by the National Assembly in 29 December 2009 and 
afterwards promulgated by the King on 4 February 2010. Relevant provisions include: 

(i) Article 2 of the law has the following purposes to (a) ensure reasonable and just deprivation of 
a legal right to ownership of private property; (b) ensure payment of reasonable and just prior 
compensation; (c) serve the public and national interest; and (d) develop public physical 
infrastructure. 

(ii) Article 7: Only the state may carry out an expropriation for use in the public and national 
interest. Expropriation may only be carried out for the implementation of projects stipulated in 
Article 5 of this Law. 

(iii) Article 8: The state shall accept the purchase of part of the real property left over from an 
expropriation at a reasonable and just price at the request of the owner of and/or the holder of 
right in the expropriated real property who is unable to live near the expropriated scheme or to 
build a residence of conduct any business. 

(iv) Article 16: Prior to making any expropriation project proposal, the expropriation committee shall 
conduct a public survey by recording of detailed description of all entitlements of the owner 
and/or of then holder of real right to immovable property and other properties subject to 
compensation as well as the recording of relevant issues. 

(v) Article 22: An amount of compensation to be paid to the owner and/or holder of rights in the 
real property shall be based on the market value of the real property or the alternative value as 
of the date of the issuance of the Prakas on the expropriation scheme. The market value or the 
alternative value shall be determined by an independent commission or agent appointed by the 
expropriation committee. 

The Sub Decree on Social Land Concession, March 2003 provides for allocations to 
landless people of state lands for free for residential or family farming purposes, including 
the provision of replacement land lost in the cases of involuntary resettlement. 

The Sub-Decree No. 25 on providing house ownership, April 1989 recognized private 
house ownership including land and confirmed in the Land Law 2001 (Article 4). 
Cambodians are able to register the land they occupy with the local Cadastral 
Administration Office (CAO), whereupon a Certificate of Land Title is granted. Issuing a 
land title is a lengthy process and most offices have a major backlog and pending 
applications. People are given a receipt and until the official title deed is issued, and the 
receipt is acceptable proof of real occupants of the land for purposes of sale. The present 
legal status of land use in Cambodia can be classified as follows: 
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(i) Privately owned land with title: The owner has official title to land and both owners and the 
CAO have a copy of the deed. 

(ii) Privately owned land without title: The owner has a pending application for land title and is 
waiting for the issuance of a title deed. The CAO recognizes the owner. 

(iii) Land Use Rights Certificate: In this case, a receipt for long-term land use has been issued. 
This land use right is recognized by CAO. 

(iv) Lease Land: The government or private owners lease the land, usually for a short period. 
There is provision for owners to reclaim land if it is needed for development. 

(v) Non-legal Occupation: The user has no land use rights to state Land that he occupies or 
uses. The CAO does not recognize the use of this land. 

Sub Decree ANK/BK No 22 approved on 22 February 2018 on RGC’s Standard 
Operating Procedures (SOP) for Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement for 
Externally Financed Projects sets out the policies, regulations and procedures sets out the 
land acquisition and involuntary resettlement in projects that are financed under Overseas 
Development. The SOP provides for the use of Development Partners Safeguard Policy 
and for gap-filling measures where the provisions of the SOP conflict with the 
Development Partners mandatory safeguard requirements. 

MEF Sub-Decree No. 115 dated 26 May 2016 on promoting Resettlement Department to 
General Department of Resettlement (GDR) provides mandate to GDR to lead all 
resettlement activities including preparation of RP, implementing and internal monitoring 
of the RP. 

Circular No. 02 dated in 26 February 2007 stares clearly that (i) illegal occupants of state 
land has no right to compensation and can be punished in accordance with the land law 
2001, and (ii) illegal occupants who are poor, landless and part of vulnerable group can be 
provided a plot of land. 

2. ADB Policies on Involuntary Resettlement 
The objectives of the ADB Safeguard Policy Statement (June 2009) are (i) to avoid adverse 
impacts on people and the environment, when possible; (ii) where adverse impacts are 
unavoidable then the Project will minimize, mitigate, or compensate the adverse project impacts 
on the environment and the affected people; and (iii) help the EA strengthen its safeguard system. 

Involuntary Settlement Policy: The objectives are (i) to avoid involuntary resettlement wherever 
possible; (ii) to minimize involuntary resettlement by exploring project and design alternatives; (iii) 
to enhance, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all displaced persons in real terms relative to pre-
project levels; and (iv) to improve the standards of living of the displaced poor and other vulnerable 
groups.  

Policy principles include: 

a. Screen the project early on to identify past, present, and future involuntary resettlement 
impacts and risks. Determine the scope of resettlement planning through a survey and/or 
census of affected persons (APs), including a gender analysis, specifically related to 
resettlement impacts and risks. 

b. Carryout meaningful consultations with APs, host communities and concerned NGOs. Inform 
all displaced persons of their entitlements and resettlement options. Pay particular attention to 
the needs of the of the vulnerable groups, especially those below the poverty line, the landless, 
the elderly, women and children, and indigenous peoples, and those without legal title to land, 
and ensure their participation in consultations. Establish a grievance redress mechanism. 

c. Improve, or at least restore, the livelihoods of all APs through: (i) land-based resettlement 
strategies when affected livelihoods are land based where possible or cash compensation at 
replacement value for land when the loss of land does not undermine livelihoods; (ii) prompt 
replacement of assets with access to assets of equal or higher value; (iii) prompt compensation 
at full replacement cost for assets that cannot be restored; and (iv) additional revenues and 
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services through benefit sharing schemes where possible. 

d. Provide physically and economically APs with needed assistance, including the following: (i) if 
there is relocation, secured tenure to relocation land, better housing at resettlement sites with 
comparable access to employment and production opportunities, integration of resettled 
persons economically and socially into their host communities, and extension of project 
benefits to host communities; (ii) transitional support and development assistance, such as 
land development, credit facilities, training, or employment opportunities; and (iii) civic 
infrastructure and community services, as required. 

e. Improve the standards of living of the affected poor and other vulnerable groups, including 
women, to at least national minimum standards. In rural areas provide them with legal and 
affordable access to land and resources, and in urban areas provide them with appropriate 
income sources and legal and affordable access to adequate housing. 

f. Develop procedures in a transparent, consistent, and equitable manner if land acquisition is 
through negotiated settlement. 

g. Ensure that APs without titles to land or any recognizable legal rights to land are eligible for 
resettlement assistance and compensation for loss of non-land assets. 

h. Prepare a RP elaborating on APs’ entitlements, the income and livelihood restoration strategy, 
institutional arrangements, monitoring and reporting framework, budget, and time-bound 
implementation schedule. 

i. Disclose a draft RP, including documentation of the consultation process in a timely manner, 
before project appraisal, in an acceptable place and a form and language(s) understandable to 
APs and other stakeholders. Disclose the final RP and its updates to APs and other 
stakeholders. 

j. Conceive and execute involuntary resettlement as part of a development project or program. 
Include the full costs of resettlement in the presentation of the project’s cost and benefits. For a 
project with significant involuntary resettlement impacts, consider implementing the involuntary 
resettlement component of the project as a stand-alone operation. 

k. Pay compensation and provide other resettlement entitlements before physical or economic 
displacement. Implement the RP under close supervision throughout the project’s 
implementation. 

l. Monitor and assess resettlement outcomes, their impacts on the standards of living of APs, and 
whether the objectives of the RP have been achieved by taking into account the baseline 
conditions and the results of resettlement monitoring. Disclose monitoring reports. 

Project Resettlement Framework14: Each project shall be screened for land acquisition 
and resettlement impacts which will be carried out from the beginning of the project design 
to see whether the project resettlement impacts can be avoid, mitigated, minimized as 
much as possible. In case where the subproject involves voluntary donation and no other 
land acquisition and resettlement impacts, the subproject will be classified as Category C 
for involuntary resettlement. However, the project implementation unit shall prepare a 
report to ADB to document that: (1) the subproject site was selected in full consultation 
with legalized or non-legalized affected owners; (2) voluntary donations do not severely 
affect the living standard of affected people and the amount of farmland or other 
productive land to be acquired from each affected household does not exceed 10% of the 
total landholdings of the affected household; (3) voluntary donations are linked directly to 
benefit the affected household; (4) any voluntary donation will be confirmed through a 
written record and verified by an independent third party; (5) there is an adequate 
grievance process; (6) none of the household will be severely affected and will not be 
displaced; and (7) none of the household is vulnerable. 

  

 
14 https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/41435/41435-054-rf-en.pdf  

https://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/project-documents/41435/41435-054-rf-en.pdf
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Annex 7: Details of Grievance Redress Mechanism 

In this case the GRM consists of four grievance resolution levels: 

(i) Stage 1: AHs will submit a letter of complaint/request to the village or commune 
resettlement sub-committee or PRSC working group or IRC working groups. The Commune 
Office will be obliged to provide immediate written confirmation of receiving the 
complaint. If, after 15 days, the aggrieved AH does not hear from the village or commune 
or PRSC working group or IRC working group, or if the AH is not satisfied with the decision 
taken by in the commune office, the complaint may be brought to the district office. 

(ii) Stage 2: The district office has 15 days within which to resolve the complaint to the 
satisfaction of all concerned. If the complaints cannot be resolved in this stage, the 
district office will bring the case to the Provincial Grievance Redress Committee. 

(iii) Stage 3: The Provincial Grievance Redress Committee meets with the aggrieved party and 
tries to resolve the complaint. The Committee may ask for a review of the DMS by the 
external monitoring agency (EMA). Within 30 days of the submission of the grievance, the 
Committee must make a written decision and submit a copy of the same to IRC and the AH. 

(iv) The NCCDS investigates the complaint and then invites the AH, NCCDS/PST and contractors 
together with local authorities to a meeting to attempt to address the complaints through the 
procedure. If the complaint cannot be address within that time, the AH can submit the 
complaint to the judicial level for final resolution and settlement All court fees will be borne by 
the project. The AH may choose to approach ADB under the Accountability Mechanism.15 

 
Grievance follow up: The relevant PIU coordinators may contact the AP at a later stage to 
ensure that the activities do not trigger any further issues. If the problem persists, it will be treated 
as a new grievance and re-enter the process.  
 

Grievance Redress Mechanism 
 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
    ADB 

 
Accountability Mechanism 

In addition, AHs may contact the Complaints Receiving Officer of ADB via the following address 
which will be included in the subproject signboard:  

Complaints Receiving Officer,  

 
15 The ADB Accountability Mechanism provides a forum where people adversely affected by ADB- assisted projects 
can voice and seek solutions to their problems and report alleged noncompliance of ADB's operational policies and 
procedures. It consists of two separate but complementary functions:   consultation   phase   and   compliance   review   
phase.   For   more   information   see: https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/main  

Not redressed 
 

Affected Person 

1. Village level (within 15 days) 

Grievance 

2. District government level 
(within 15 days) 

Redressed 
Not redressed 

3. Provincial government level 
(within 30 days) Not redressed 

Redressed 

Redressed  

4b. Appeal to ADB accountability 

mechanism 
4a. Appeal to judicial level  

https://www.adb.org/site/accountability-mechanism/main
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Accountability Mechanism Asian Development Bank 
No. 29 Suramarit Blvd. (268/19) Sangkat Chaktomuk,  
Khan Daun Penh, Phnom Penh, Cambodia  
Tel: + 855 23 215805, 215806, 216417  

 

Confidentiality and Anonymity 

An AH submitting a grievance may wish to raise a concern in confidence. If the complainant asks 
the relevant PPIU or the PIU to protect his identity, it should not be disclosed without his/her 
consent.  

In cases where AHs do not have the writing skills or are unable to express their grievances 
verbally, it is a common practice that AHs are allowed to seek assistance from any recognized 
local NGO or other family members, village heads or community chiefs to have their complaints or 
grievances written for them. AHs will be allowed to have access to the DMS or contract 
document to ensure that all the details have been recorded accurately enabling all parties to 
be treated fairly. Throughout the grievance redress process, the responsible committee will 
ensure that the concerned AHs are provided with copies of complaints and decisions, or 
resolutions reached.  

If efforts to resolve disputes using the grievance procedures remain unresolved or 
unsatisfactory, AHs have the right to directly discuss their concerns or problems with the ADB’s 
Environment, Natural Resources and Agriculture Division, Southeast Asia Department through 
the ADB Cambodia Resident Mission. If AHs are still not satisfied with the responses of CARM, 
they can directly contact the ADB Office of the Special Project Facilitator. The Office of the 
Special Project Facilitator procedure can precede based on the accountability mechanism in 
parallel with the project implementation. 

Grievance Redress Committees (GRCs) 

No. Name Roles Contact no. 

Step 1: Village and commune authorities and contractor 

1 Mr. Keo Phy Head of Chroy Neang Nguon Commune and Chairman 097 7756 272 

2 Mrs. Tum KimLay Chrouy Neang Nguon Deputy Commune Chief 088 3593 425 

3 Mrs. Ouk Sophany Commune council for women and children affairs 071 9585 425 

4 Mr. Chok Sam Ampov Dieb village 088 8990 221 

5 Mr. Song Long Commune clerk 097 9124 023 

Step 2: District authorities 

1 Mr. Seang Kimseng District support team and chairman 097 972 4634 

2 Mrs. Eab Soklean Chief of agriculture natural resource and environment 096 395 4977 

3 Mrs. Moun Choy Admin/Finance officer 017 271 216 

Step 3: Provincial project implementation unit 

1 H.E Ly Samreth Deputy provincial team 085 567 568 

2 Mr.  Doch Kimdam Chief of project provincial team 012 883 857 

3 Mr. Brak Maryna Chief of agriculture coordinator 012 825 051 

4 Mr. Tes Agkheatheara Admin/Finance officer 012 636 157 

Step 4: National project implementation unit (NCDDs) 

1 H.E Ny Kimsan Deputy Head of NCDDs and TSDD-AF project manager 011 970 565 
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A sample of complaint form/logbook to be used  

 
 
  

                  (Model of complaint form)                                                       
 

Date:……………… 
 

To;  Mr./Ms……………………… 
 

We are the villagers living in the village of………………,, would like to submit the 

complaint form relating to the…………………….sub-project construction funded by 

TSSD-AF. 

We believe that it will be impacted and can be impacted due to the sub-project in the 

following sections (please describes the impacting sections). We have raised our 

concerns to………………….in order to address it that is reasonable and acceptable for 

us. 

We gave authorized to Mr……………………………to be our representatives in terms of 

this complaint which is in the following address: 

 - Village and commune :…………………………………………………… 

 - Email   ;…………………………………………………… 

 - Telephone  :…………………………………………………… 

 - Fax   :…………………………………………………… 

With the respect: 

Complaint’s name and its roles:…………………………….Signature:………………………. 

Complaint’s name and its roles:…………………………….Signature:………………………. 
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(Model of responding to the complaint form) 
                                                
To :…………………………………… 
From ;……………………………………. 
Sub-project:……………………………….. 
 

We would like to confirm that we have received your complaint through our GRC 
and it is recorded in the GRM logbook on…….…month………….year…………. 

 
Types of complaint described such as (description of complaint form) 

 
The GRC will review your complaint within……….days from the date of receiving 

your complaint. Please be informed that the GRC will conduct a meeting to address the 
complaint with your participation. The village and commune authorities will contact you for 
additional information. 
 

Best regard, 
      

 Date:………..Month………...Year………. 
 

Name and signature 
 

Role 
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Annex 8: Project Information Booklet 

 

INGDOM OF CAMBODIA  

Nation Religion King 
 

 

      

  

 

កូនស ៀវសៅព័ត៌មានគសរមាង 

គម្រោងកាត់បន្ថយភាពររីររ និ្ងអភិវឌ្ឍន៍្រសរិររម្មខ្នា តតូចតំបន់្ទម្ន្េសាប 
ជំហាន្២ 

TONLE SAP POVERTY REDUCTION AND SMALLHOLDER DEVELOPMENT PROJECT - 

ADDITIONAL FINANCING (TSSD-AF) 

ADB Loan 3570, ADB Grant 0542 and IFAD Loan 8331 

អនគុម្រោង៖ ស្តា រររឡាយរងម្ៅឃុុំម្រោយនាងងួន  
Sub-Project:  Chrouy Neang Nguon canal rehabilitation subproject  

 

 
ភូមិអំសៅស ៀប ឃ សំរោយនាងួន និងភូមិស្ ែងស្ពា ន ឃ សំ្ ែងស្ពា ន រ ុករ ី នំ សេតតស ៀមរាប 

Ampov Dieb village in Chrouy Neang Nguon and Sleng Spean village in Sleng Spean 

commune, Srei Snam District, Siem Reap province 
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A. អំពីគសរមាង (Project information) 

ការផ្ដល់ហរិញ្ញបបទានបស្នែមដល់គសរមាងកាត់បនែយភាពរកីរក និង
អភិវ ឍន៍ក ិកមមខ្នន តតូចតំបន់ទសនែស្ពប ជំហាន២ រតូវបានស នី
ស ងី  រមាបស់េតតចំនួន ០៧ (បនាា យមានជ័យ បាត់ដំបង កំពង់
ចាម កំពង់ធំ ព្រពស្វង ស ៀមរាប និងតបូងឃម )ំកន ងរបសទ កមា ោ។ 
ការផ្តល់ហរិញ្ញបបទានបស្នែមសនេះមានលទធផ្ល ំខ្នន់ៗចំនួនបី ស្ដល
នឹងសតត តសលីការបសងកីនផ្លិតភាពក ិកមម ក៏ដូចោស្កលមអលទធភាព
ទទួលបានទីផ្ារកន ងឃ  ំ  ង្កក ត់សោលសៅចំនួន ២៧០ ឃ  ំ
 ង្កក ត់តាមរយៈការវនិិសោគសលី
សហដ្ឋា រចនា មា័នធជនបទរបកបសដ្ឋយផ្លិតភាព 
របកបសដ្ឋយ មតែភាពរគប់រគងសរោេះមហនតរាយ រប ់ ហគមន៍ 
និងរកុមរបឹកាឃ  ំ និងការបសងកីននូវបរោិកា អំសោយផ្ល 
 រមាប់បសងកនីផ្លិតភាពក ិកមម ពិពិធកមមក ិកមម និងភាពធន់រទាំ
សៅនឹងអាកា ធាត ។  ែិតសរកាមលទធផ្លទី១ គសរមាងនឹងវនិិសោគ
សលីការអភិវ ឍន៍សហដ្ឋា រចនា មា័នធឃ /ំ ង្កក ត់ សតដ តសៅសលីការសធវីឱ្យ
របស ីរស ងីនូវស្ពែ នភាពរបឡាយសរស្ពចរ ព និងផ្ែូវថ្នល់សៅថ្នន ក់
ឃ ។ំ ដូសចនេះ អន គសរមាងស្ពត ររបឡាយរង សៅឃ សំរោយនាងងួន រតូវ
បានស នីស ងីសដ្ឋយឃ ។ំ 

An additional financing to the Tonle Sap Poverty 

Reduction and Smallholder Development 

Project isproposed for seven provinces 

(Banteay Meanchey, Battambang, Kampong 

Cham, Kampong Thom, Prey Veng, Siem Reap, 

and Tboung Khmumprovinces) in Cambodia. 

The additional financing has three major outputs 

that will focus on enhance agricultural 

productivity and improve access to markets in 

270 target communes through investments in 

climate resilient productive infrastructure, 

building capacity in disaster risk management of 

the communities and commune councils, and 

creating an enabled environment for agricultural 

productivity, diversification and climate 

resilience. 

Under Output 1, the project will invest in 

commune infrastructure development focusing 

on improvements in irrigation system at 

commune level. So core sub-project of Chroy 

Neang Nguon canal Rehabilitation is proposed 

by commune.   

 

ទីតាងំគសរមាង 

Sub-project location 
 

 ែិតសៅកន ង ភូមិស្ ែងស្ពា ន កន ងឃ សំ្ ែងស្ពា ន និង ភូមិអំសៅស ៀប  
កន ងឃ សំរោយនាងនួន រ កុរ  ីនំ សេតតស ៀមរាប 

 

Sleng Spean village in Sleng Spean commune and  

Ampov Diep Village in Chrouy Neang Ngoun commune,  

Srei Snam district, Siem Reap province  
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B. ព័ត៌មាន ដីពីរទពយ មបតតិស្ដលប េះពាល់សដ្ឋយមិន ម័រគចតិត (Land acquisition and IR) 

 

សតីគសរមាងរតវូគិតោ ងដូចសមតច រប ិនសបីដីរប ់េ្ ំរតូវប េះពាល់? 

ដីឯកជនស្ដលប េះពាល់សដ្ឋយស្ពរគសរមាង 
នឹងទទួលបាន ំណងតាមអរតាតព្មែទីផ្ារ 
ចំស្ណកឯដីស្ដល ែិតសៅកន ងដីចំណីរបឡាយ (RoW) 

នឹងមិនទទួលបាន ំណងសទ។ 
សោងតាមសោលនសោបាយកិចចការពារ  វតែិភាពរប ់ធនាោរអភិវ ឍន៍
អា  ី ចំសពាេះអនកស្ដលបាត់បង់ផ្លិតកមម (ក ិកមម) សៅដីចំណីផ្ែូវ 
(RoW) នឹងទទួលបានរបាក់ឧបតែមភ រមាប់
ការមិនបានបនតសរបីរបា ់ដីផ្លិតកមមសនាេះតសៅសទៀត។ ប  ស្នតរបោពលរដា 
អាចសធវីការបរចិាច កជូនគសរមាងបាន 
រប ិនសបីការបរចិាច គសនាេះមិនប េះពាល់ដល់ជីវភាពរ ់សៅរប ់េែួន។ 

សតី ំណងរតវូផ្តល់ជូនចំសពាេះផ្ាេះ សដីមស  ីនិងដំោសំ្ដរឬសទ? 

របាកដោ ់ ផ្ាេះ 
ស្ដលប េះពាល់សដ្ឋយស្ពរគសរមាងនឹងរតូវទទួលបាន ំណងឧបតែមភតាម
អរតាតព្មែជំនួ  សដ្ឋយមិនមានការកាត់សចញនូវតព្មែរសំ េះ 
ឬ មាភ រៈស្ដលសៅស   ល់ស ីយ។ 
ចំសពាេះផ្ាេះស្ដលប េះស្តស្ផ្នកោមួយ 
នឹងទទួលបាន ំណង រមាប់ការបាត់បង់ស្ផ្នកសនាេះ 
រមួនឹងព្ថ្ែជួ ជ ល។ រចនា មា័នធសផ្េងសទៀត (ដូចោរបង អណតូ ង កស្នែង
ចាក់ស្ពប/រកាលសបត ង) នឹងទទួលបាន ំណងតាមអរតាតព្មែជំនួ ។ 

 

រប ិនសបីមានការប េះពាល់ដល់ជីវភាពរ ់សៅ 
សតីគសរមាងអាចជួយេ្ ំោ ងដូចសមតចកន ងការស្ពត រជីវភាពស ងីវញិ? 

 ែិតិនិងការអសងកតវា ់ស្វងលមអិត (DMS) នឹងកត់រតា 
ចំសពាេះជនស្ដលប េះពាល់ដល់ជីវភាពរ ់សៅ 
និងការប េះពាល់សផ្េងៗសទៀតស្ដលអាចសកីតសចញពីគសរមាង។ 
គសរមាងនឹងជូនការឧបតែមភសផ្េងៗ 
សដីមបឲី្យជនប េះពាល់ទាងំឡាយអាចស្ពត រជីវភាពរ ់សៅស ងីវញិ ោ ង
សហាចោ ់បានដូចម នសពលគសរមាងសៅដល់។  

ចំសពាេះរគួស្ពរង្កយរងសរោេះ (ឧទាហរណ៍៖ ជនស្ដលចាត់ទ កថ្នរកីរក 
ពិការ។ល។) គសរមាងនឹងេិតេំជួយស្កលមអជីវភាពរ ់សៅ ឲ្យបានោ ង
សហាចោ ់រតឹមករមិតម នគសរមាងសៅដល់។ ទរមង់ព្នការឧបតែមភសនេះ 
នឹងរមួមាន៖ 

(i) ការឧបតែមភមតងចំសពាេះរគួស្ពរស្ដលបាត់បង់សរចីនោង ១០% 
ព្នដីផ្លិតកមម (ii) របាក់ឧបតែមភ រមាប់សស្ពយហ  យដឹកជញ្ជូ ន (iii)  

របាក់ រមាប់ការរខំ្ននបសោត េះអា ននព្នចំណូលម េរបរចំសពាេះហាង/តូ
បស្ដលប េះពាល់ (iv)  កាត ន ពលទរមង់ដព្ទសទៀតព្នវធិានការស្ពត ររបាក់
ចំណូលស ងីវញិ ស្ដលនឹងរតូវកំណត់សពលសធវីបចច បបននភាពស្ផ្ន ការសដ្ឋេះ

What if my land will be affected by the project?

Acquired privately owned land will be 

compensated at replacement cost. Land within 

the existing Right of Way (RoW) will not be 

compensated.  However, based on ADB SPS 

2009, those losing use of productive (farming) 

land within the right of Way  

(RoW) will be entitled to assistance for loss of 

land use of productive land. But farmers can 

contribute to the project if that contribution will 

not affect their livelihood or economic status. 

 

Does compensation apply to my affected

houses or structures, crops and trees? 

Yes. Houses and structures that will be affected 

by the Project shall be compensated at 

replacement cost without deduction for 

depreciation or salvageable materials. Partially 

affected houses will be compensated for the lost 

affected portion as well as repair costs. Other 

structures (e.g. fences, wells, pavement) will 

also be compensated at replacement cost. 

If in case our livelihoods are affected, how can

the Project help me restore my livelihood and

living standards? 

The census and DMS will take note of the 

livelihoods of affected persons and any impacts 

the Project may have. The Project will provide 

various forms of assistance to enable affected 

people to restore their livelihoods and living 

conditions to at least pre-project levels.  

 

Vulnerable households (e.g. those classed as 

poor,  

disabled, etc.), the Project will seek to improve 

living standards at lease before project start. 

Such forms of assistance will include: (i) one-

time assistance allowance to households losing 

more than 10% of the productive assets the type 

and severity of impact; (ii) cash assistance to 

cover transportation costs; (iii) cash grant for 

temporary disruption to business income for 

affected shops/stalls; (iv) potentially other forms 

of income restoration measures to be 

determined during updating of the resettlement 

plan in consultation with those affected; and (v) 

additional special assistance to vulnerable 

households.  
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រស្ពយផ្លប េះពាល់ 
សដ្ឋយមានការពិសរោេះសោបល់ោមួយជនប េះពាល់ និង(v) 
មានការឧបតែមភបស្នែមចំសពាេះរគួស្ពរង្កយរងសរោេះ។ 

 

 

រប ិនសបីេ្ ំមិនយល់រពម ឬបញ្ហា សកីតស ងីកន ងសពលអន វតតគសរមាង 
ដូចោ ំណង បសចចកសទ  និងបញ្ហា នានាស្ដលសកីតសចញពីគសរមាង  
សតីេ្ ំមាន ិទធិបតឹងតវា ស្ដរឬសទ? 

សបីរបោពលរដារងផ្លប េះពាល់មានមនាិល 
ឬមិនសពញចិតតចំសពាេះកញ្ច ប់ ំណងស្ដលផ្តល់ជូន 
ឬក៏សដ្ឋយសហត ផ្លោមួយ  ំណង
មិនពិតដូចការរពមសរពៀងរបោពលរដារងផ្លប េះពាល់មាន ិទធិដ្ឋក់បណតឹ
ងតវា បនតយនតការសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយបណតឹ ងតវា រតូវដំសណីរការោ ៤ 
ដំោក់កាលដូចតសៅ៖ 

 

ដំោក់កាលទី១៖ រគួស្ពររងផ្លប េះពាល់នឹងបង្កា ញបណតឹ ងតវា  
និងស្ពទ កខ សដ្ឋយតា ល់មាត់ ឬោ យលកខណ៍អកេរដល់របធានភូមិ 
សមឃ  ំ ឬរកុមការង្ករគសរមាង TSSD-AF ព្នសលខ្នធិការដ្ឋា ន គ.ជ.អ.ប 
ឬគណៈកមមការអនតររក ួងសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយផ្លប េះពាល់ (IRC)។ 
អនកទទួលពាកយបណដឹ ងបញ្ហជ ក់ោ យលកខណ៍
អកេរពីការទទួលការតវា សនេះ។ សរកាយ ១៥ ព្ថ្ៃមក 
រគួស្ពររងផ្លប េះពាល់មិនបានឮដំណឹងពីរបធានភូមិ ឬសមឃ  ំ
ឬពីរកុមការង្ករសទ ឬក៏សបីោត់មិនសពញចិតតនឹងការ សរមចចិតតសទ 
បណតឹ ងតវា អាចរតូវបានបញ្ជូ នសៅរកុមោរំទគសរមាងថ្នន ក់រ ុក (DST)។ 

 

ដំោក់កាលទីពីរ៖ រកមុោរំទគសរមាងថ្នន ក់រ ុក (DST) មានសពល ១៥ 
ព្ថ្ៃ រមាប់សដ្ឋេះរស្ពយការតវា ឱ្យឈានដល់ការសពញចិតតរប ់រគប់ភាគីពា
ក់ព័នធ។ សបីបណតឹ ងតវា មិនអាចសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយបានសៅដំោក់កាលសនេះសទ 
DST នឹងនាយំកករណីសនេះសៅការោិល័យរបោពលរដាសេតត ។  

 

ដំោក់កាលទីបី៖ ការោិល័យរបោពលរដាសេតត 
ស្ផ្នកសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយបណតឹ ងតវា ជួបោមួយភាគីតវា  សហយីសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយ។ 
កន ងរយៈសពល ៣០ ព្ថ្ៃបនាា ប់ពីដ្ឋក់ពាកយបណតឹ ងតវា មក 
ការោិល័យរបោពលរដា រតូវសធវីការ សរមចចិតតោ យលកខណ៍អកេរ 
សហយីបញ្ជូ នចាប់ចមែងសៅសលខ្នធិការដ្ឋា ន គ.ជ.អ.ប (NCDD) 

និងរគួស្ពររងផ្លប េះពាល់។ 

 

ដំោក់កាលច ងសរកាយ៖ 
រប ិនសបីរគួស្ពររងផ្លប េះពាល់ស្ដលតវា មិនបានឮដំណឹងអវី 
ពីការោិល័យរបោពលរដាស្ផ្នកសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយបណតឹ ងតវា សេតត 

If I disagree or problems arise during project 

implementation such as compensation, 

technical, and other project-related issues, 

do I have the right to voice my complaint?  

If the affected person is not satisfied with the 

compensation package offered or, if for any 

reason, the compensation does not materialize 

according to the agreed schedule, the affected 

person has the right to lodge a complaint. The 

grievance redress mechanism consists of a four 

stages process as follows:  
 

First Stage: AHs will present their complaints 

and grievances verbally or in writing to the 

village chief, commune chief or IRC. The 

receiving agent will be obliged to provide 

immediate written confirmation of receiving the 

complaint. If after 15 days the aggrieved AH 

does not hear from the village and commune 

chiefs or the working groups, or if he/she is not 

satisfied with the decision taken in the first 

stage, the complaint may be brought to the 

District Support Team (DST).  

Second Stage: The District Support Team has 

15 days within which to resolve the complaint to 

the satisfaction of all concerned. If the complaint 

cannot be solved at this stage, the DST will bring 

the case to the Provincial Grievance Redress 

Committee.  

Third Stage: The Provincial Grievance Redress 

Committee meets with the aggrieved party and 

tries to resolve the situation. Within 30 days of 

the submission of the grievance, the Committee 

must make a written decision and submit copies 

to the NCDDS, and the AH.  

 
 

Final Stage: If the aggrieved AH does not hear 

from the Provincial Grievance Redress 

Committee or is not satisfied, he/she can bring 

the case to the national project management 

manager through the procedure. This is the final 

stage for adjudicating complaints. 
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ឬមិនសពញចិតតសទសនាេះ 
ោត់អាចនាយំកករណីសនេះសៅអនករគប់រគងគសរមាងថ្នន ក់ោតិ 
តាមនិតិវធីិរប ់េែួន។  សនេះគឺោដំោក់កាលច ងបញ្ច ប់ រមាប់ការវនិិចឆ័
យបណតឹ ងតវា សនេះ។  

 

ព័ត៌មានបស្នែម និងមតិសោបល់៖ 

១.  ស ក   ច គិមដម របធានរកុមោរំទគសរមាងថ្នន ក់សេតត (PST) 

ស្ព សេតតស ៀមរាប 

ទូរ ័ពាសលេ៖ 012 883 857 

២.  ឯកឧតតម នី គឹមស្ពន របធានរគប់រគងគសរមាងថ្នន ក់ោតិព្នសលខ្នធិការដ្ឋា ន គ.ជ.អ.ប  
 ែិតកន ងបរសិវណរក ួងមហាព្ផ្ា (អោរ T) មហាវថិ្ីរពេះនសរាតតម  ង្កក ត់ទសនែបាស្ពក់ េណឌ ចំការមន រាជធានីភនំសពញ  
ទូរ ័ពាសលេ៖ 011 970 565 

៣.  គណៈកមមការអនតររក ួងសដ្ឋេះរស្ពយផ្លប េះពាល់សដ្ឋយស្ពរគសរមាងអភិវ ឍន៍/រក ួងស ដាកិចចនិងហរិញ្ញវតែ  (023 

4266 82) 

៤.  ធនាោរអភិវ ឍន៍អា  ី៖ ភនំសពញ (023) 215 805 
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Annex 9: Contract of Responsibility  
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A sample of English translation of the Contract of Responsibility Form 
 
 
 
  

Kingdom of Cambodia 

Nation-Religion-King 

Date: 4 August 2021 

TSSD-AF 

Contract of Responsibilities 

 

I am ________age ____years old (male/female) who live in the subproject area and 

wish to clarify that the canal rehabilitation subproject with a length of 3,670m for SC1 and 

2,495m for SC2 located in Ampov Dieb in Chrouy Neang Ngoun commune, Srei Snam district 

of Siem Reap province will be temporarily impacted as following:  

 

No. Assets Type PK Location 
Length (m) of area (m2) 

To be removed To be reinstated 

 Fence     

 Stall     

 Concrete lean     

 Other     

 

I agreed that the contractor…………………………..to remove………………………. and 
reinstate the affected asset(s) to previous condition after completion of construction. The 

agreement between the contractor and AH is described as bellowing: 

- The affected assets within CoI shall be impacted temporary during civil work only; 

- Any household asset(s) were temporarily affected during the construction and the 

contractor shall reinstate not later than 2 weeks after the completion of civil work; 

- All payment for the removal/demolition and reinstate of affected asset(s) will be 

covered by the contractor (If the contractor agreed with AH to remove and reinstate 

by themselves, the contractor need to pay labor fees to AH based on the agreement); 

- I understood the right on how to complaint through the subproject’s grievance 
mechanism in case of contractor does not follow the identified contract of 

responsibilities. 

In order to formally certify this contract of responsibilities, SSP6, AH and the commune 

chief(s) have signed or give thumb prints to confirm our agreement and compliance accordingly. 

 

SSP6   Head of commune   Contractor           AH 

 

Signature  Signature and stamp   Signature  Thumb print 
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Annex 10: Voluntary Land/Asset Transfer Form of 101 Affected Households 
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A sample of English translation of the donation form  
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Annex 11: Certification of the Commune Administration on public asset donation 

 
 

 


